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1Manuscripts of all periods cited in this article include: "Al-‘Ad|m al-Mithl al-Raf|‘ al-Qadr,"
Istanbul, Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Revan 1933; (pseudo) Najm al-D|n al-Ah˝dab, "Kita≠b al-
Furu≠s|yah" (added title), Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2829; Muh˝ammad ibn ‘=sá ibn Isma≠‘|l
al-H˛anaf| al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l wa-al-Umn|yah f| Ta‘l|m A‘ma≠l al-Furu≠s|yah," London,
British Library MS Add. 18866; Abu≠ al-Ru≠h˝ ‘=sá ibn H˛assa≠n al-Asad| al-Baghda≠d|, "Al-Jamharah
f| ‘Ulu≠m al-Bayzarah," British Library MS Add. 23417, Madrid, Escorial Library MS Ar. 903;
Alt¸anbugha≠ al-H˛usa≠m| al-Na≠s˝ir|, known as At¸a≠juq, "Nuzhat al-Nufu≠s f| La‘b al-Dabbu≠s," Da≠r
al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 21 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r; Badr al-D|n Baktu≠t al-Ramma≠h˝ al-Kha≠zinda≠r|
al-Z̨a≠hir|, "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm al-Furu≠s|yah wa-La‘b al-Rumh̋ wa-al-Birja≠s wa-‘Ila≠j al-Khayl," Bibliothèque
Nationale MS 2830 (fols. 2v.–72r.); Abu≠ Bakr al-Bayţa≠r ibn Badr al-D|n al-Na≠s̋ir| (Ibn al-Mundhir),
"Ka≠shif al-Wayl f| Ma‘rifat Amra≠d˝ al-Khayl" (or "Ka≠mil al-S˝ina≠‘atayn f| al-Bayt¸arah wa-al-
Zardaqah"), Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2813; ‘Umar ibn Rasla≠n al-Bulq|n|, "Qat¸r al-Sayl f| Amr
al-Khayl," Istanbul, Süleymaniye Library MS „ehid ‘Al| Pa∑a 1549; Sharaf al-D|n ‘Abd al-Mu’min
ibn Khalaf al-Dimya≠t¸|, "Fad˝l al-Khayl," Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2816; "Al-Furu≠s|yah" (untitled
fragment), British Library MS 9015; hunting treatise (untitled), Alexandria, Egypt, Maktabat
al-Balad|yah MS 1201/1; Muh˝ammad ibn Ya‘qu≠b ibn Gha≠lib Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m al-Khuttal|, "Kita≠b
al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah," Bayezit Public Library Veliyüddin Efendi MS 3174; idem, "Kita≠b
al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Shiya≠t al-Khayl," British Library MS Add. 23416; idem, "Al-Kama≠l f| al-Furu≠s|yah
. . ." (added title), Istanbul, Fatih Mosque Library MS 3513; Muh˝ammad Ibn Mangl| al-Na≠s˝ir|,
"Al-Adillah al-Rasm|yah f| al-Ta‘a≠b| al-H˛arb|yah," Istanbul, Ayasofya Library MS 2857; idem,
"Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| Siya≠sat al-S˛ina≠‘ah al-H˛arb|yah," British Library MS Or. 3734; idem,
"Uns al-Mala≠ bi-Wah˝sh al-Fala≠," Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2832/1; Abu≠ Muh˝ammad Jama≠l
al-D|n ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn Maymu≠n, "Kita≠b al-Ifa≠dah wa-al-Tabs˝|r li-Kull Ra≠min Mubtadi’ aw Ma≠hir
Nah˝r|r bi-al-Sahm al-T˛aw|l wa-al-Qas˝|r," Istanbul, Köprülü Mehmet Pa∑a Library MS 1213; ‘Ala≠’
al-D|n ‘Al| ibn Ab| al-Qa≠sim al-Naq|b al-Akhm|m|, "H˛all al-Ishka≠l f| al-Ramy bi-al-Niba≠l,"
Bibliothèque Nationale MS 6259; idem, "Naqa≠wat al-Muntaqá f| Na≠fi‘a≠t al-Liqa≠," British Library
MS Add. 7513/2; Rukn al-D|n Jamsh|d al-Khwa≠razm|, untitled, British Library MS Or. 3631/3;
"Kita≠b f| La‘b al-Dabbu≠s wa-al-S˛ira≠‘ ‘alá al-Khayl," Bibliothèque Nationale MS Ar. 6604/2;
"Kita≠b al-H˛iyal f| al-H˛uru≠b wa-Fath˝ al-Mada≠’in wa-H˛ifz˝ al-Duru≠b," British Library MS Add.
14055; "Kita≠b al-Makhzu≠n li-Arba≠b al-Funu≠n," Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2826; "Kita≠b al-Makhzu≠n
Ja≠mi‘ al-Funu≠n," Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2824; H̨usa≠m al-D|n La≠j|n ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h al-Dhahab|
al-H˛usa≠m| al-T˛ara≠buls˝| al-Ramma≠h˝, "Kita≠b ‘Umdat al-Muja≠hid|n f| Tart|b al-Maya≠d|n,"
Bibliothèque Nationale MS Ar. 6604/1; "Al-Maqa≠mah al-S˛ala≠h˝|yah f| al-Khayl wa-al-Bayt¸arah
wa-al-Furu≠s|yah ," Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 81 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r; Mard˝| ibn ‘Al| al-T˛arsu≠s|,
"Tabs̋irat Arba≠b al-Alba≠b f| Kayf|yat al-Naja≠t f| al-H̨uru≠b," Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Huntington
264; Shams al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Sakha≠w|, "Al-Qawl al-Ta≠mm f| (Fad˝l)

Furu≠s|yah literature, the greater part of which is still unpublished,1 undoubtedly
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represents one of the most extensive and diverse fields of knowledge in the
medieval Islamic literary tradition. It covers a broad scope of disciplines ranging
from hippology and the art of riding (‘ilm al-khayl wa-fann al-ruku≠b) to military
technology (‘ilm al-a≠la≠t al-h˝arb|yah). While these disciplines are interrelated and
form a unity in furu≠s|yah literature, each one of them constitutes a vast domain of
research, an independent science with its own literature and chain of authorities.
The treatises dealing with one specific discipline (hereinafter: thematic furu≠s|yah
treatises) constitute the core of furu≠s|yah literature. As for the treatises comprising
more than one discipline (hereinafter: general furu≠s|yah treatises), they are mostly
works of compilation, based on the thematic furu≠s|yah treatises. In modern
scholarship, general furu≠s|yah treatises are usually referred to as "furu≠s|yah manuals,"
and are often thought to be synonymous with furu≠s|yah literature. In fact, general
furu≠s|yah treatises represent only a fraction of the surviving literature, and they
can be quite misleading to anyone who is not familiar with thematic furu≠s|yah
treatises.

Notwithstanding the undisputed importance of furu≠s|yah literature for the study
of Islamic history and culture, this field suffers from a lack of scholarly research
and, consequently, from deep misconceptions as well as an array of prejudices.
One of the most common of these is the assumption that furu≠s|yah literature
emerged under the Ayyubids in the late sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries
because of the sweeping challenges posed by the Crusades, and that it developed

al-Ramy bi-al-Siha≠m," Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 2m funu≠n h˝arb|yah; "Sharh˝ al-Maqa≠mah
al-S˛ala≠h˝|yah f| al-Khayl," Bibliothèque Nationale MS Ar. 2817; Library of Istanbul University
MS 4689; al-H̨asan ibn Muh̋ammad ibn ‘Aysu≠n al-H̨anaf| al-Sinja≠r|, "Hida≠yat al-Ra≠m| ilá al-Aghra≠d̋
wa-al-Mara≠m|," Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2305; Na≠s˝ir al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al|
al-Qa≠za≠n| al-S˛ughayyir, "Al-Mukhtas̋ar al-Muh˝arrar," Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2620;
idem, "Al-Hida≠yah f| ‘Ilm al-Rima≠yah," Bodleian Library MS Huntington 548 (annotated version
of the latter); idem, "Sharh˝ al-Qas˝|dah al-La≠m|yah lil-Usta≠dh S˛a≠lih˝ al-Shaghu≠r|," Bibliothèque
Nationale MS Ar 6604/3; Jala≠l al-D|n ‘Abd al-Rah̋ma≠n ibn Ab| Bakr al-Suyu≠t¸|, "Ghars al-Ansha≠b
f| al-Ramy bi-al-Nushsha≠b," British Library MS Or. 12830; Abu≠ Muh˝ammad ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n
Ah˝mad al-T˛abar|, untitled fragment, British Library MS Or. 9265/1; idem, "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝ (f|
‘Ilm al-Ramy)," British Library MS Or. 9454; T˛aybugha≠ al-Ashraf| al-Baklam|sh| al-Yuna≠n|,
"Kita≠b al-Ramy wa-al-Ruku≠b" (added title), Bibliothèque Nationale MS 6160; H˛usayn ibn ‘Abd
al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Yu≠n|n|, "Al-Niha≠yah f| ‘Ilm al-Rima≠yah," Ayasofya Library MS 2952; Abu≠ al-Nas˝r
al-Qa≠sim ibn ‘Al| ibn H˛usayn al-Ha≠shim| al-Zaynab|, "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| al-S˛ayd,"
Fatih Mosque Library MS 3508.
2See Shihab al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah f| al-‘As˝rayn al-‘Abba≠s| wa-al-Mamlu≠k|," in Furu≠s|yah,
vol. 1, Funu≠n al-Furu≠s|yah f| Ta≠r|kh al-Mashriq wa-al-Maghrib, ed. Shihab al-Sarraf (Riyadh,
2000), 105, 121; idem, "Furu≠siyya Literature of the Mamlu≠k Period" in Furusiyya, vol. 1, The
Horse in the Art of the Near East, ed. David Alexander (Riyadh, 1996), 131.

and reached maturity under the Mamluks.2
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Apart from a lack of research, this wrong impression has been caused by the
fact that the main corpus of surviving furu≠s|yah manuscripts is, indeed, from the
Mamluk period. However, careful examination of such manuscripts shows that
original Mamluk treatises constitute only one part of this literature. The other part
consists of pre-Mamluk, mainly Abbasid, treatises, copied and reused by the
Mamluks as manuals and as basic references. It also shows that the majority of
Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises, which did not always acknowledge their sources,
were themselves largely based upon Abbasid furu≠s|yah literature and its sources.
Some of the pre-Mamluk treatises were originally anonymous, others were rendered
so by Mamluk copyists, and still others were falsely attributed to Mamluk authors.
As an additional complication, some Mamluk treatises were imputed to earlier
authors. Finally, a considerable number of the extant manuscripts of all periods
are either unsigned and/or untitled or copies of one work but under different titles.

These points exemplify the problems peculiar to furu≠s|yah literature. The
inability to distinguish pre-Mamluk from Mamluk treatises and to identify pre-
Mamluk data within Mamluk treatises, and the failure to sort out its numerous
sources (including Classical Greek, Sassanian, and Byzantine), have hindered
research into furu≠s|yah literature from its inception. This partly explains why
research in this field has not grown much beyond the stage of bibliographical
documentation, which, understandably, in its current embryonic state includes
many errors. One of these concerns the definition and scope of furu≠s|yah literature,
which has been reduced to a fragment of what it should represent in the
bibliographical essays.3 Furthermore, no attempt has ever been made to research

3Aloys Sprenger, Kita≠b Fihrist al-Kutub Allat| Narghabu an Nabta≠‘aha≠ . . . (London, 1840);
Joseph Freiherr von Hammer-Purgstall, "Das Pferd bei den Arabern," Mémoires de l'Académie de
Vienne (1855–56): 211–46; Louis Mercier, La parure des cavaliers et l'insigne des preux [French
translation and commentary of "H̨ilyat al-Fursa≠n wa-Shi‘a≠r al-Shuj‘a≠n," by Ibn Hudhayl al-Andalus|]
(Paris, 1924), 433–59; Hellmut Ritter, " La Parure des Cavaliers und die Literatur über die ritterlichen
Kunst," Der Islam 18 (1929); George T. Scanlon "Introduction," in A Muslim Manual of War,
Being Tafr|j al-Kuru≠b f| Tadb|r al-H˛uru≠b, ed. and trans. George T. Scanlon (Cairo, 1961), 1–21;
Ih̋sa≠n Hind|, "Muh̋a≠walat H̨as̋r Bibliyu≠jra≠f| lil-Ta’a≠l|f al-‘Askar|yah wa-al-H̨arb|yah ‘inda al-‘Arab
al-Qudama≠’," in Abh̋a≠th al-Mu’tamar al-Sanaw| al-Tha≠n| lil-Jam‘|yah al-Su≠r|yah li-Ta≠r|kh al-‘Ulu≠m
(Aleppo, 1978), 117–58; ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n Zak|, "Military Literature of the Arabs," in Cahiers
d'histoire égyptienne 7 (1955): 149–60; idem, "A Preliminary Bibliography of Medieval Arabic
Military Literature," Gladius 4 (1965): 107–12;  Ku≠rk|s ‘Awwa≠d, "Al-Jaysh wa-al-H̋arb wa-al-Sila≠h̋
f| al-Atha≠r al-Makht¸u≠t¸ah wa-al-Mat¸bu≠‘ah ‘inda al-‘Arab," Al-Majallah al-‘Askar|yah (Baghdad)
41 no. 1 (1964): 105–22, 43 no. 4 (1966): 113–26, 44 no. 1 (1976): 86–104, 44 no. 2 (1976):
99–117; idem, Mas˝a≠dir al-Tura≠th al-‘Askar| ‘inda al-‘Arab, 3 vols. (Baghdad, 1981–82). The last
essay is the most exhaustive, but with many errors and inaccuracies. Ritter's contribution, although
not free from errors and limited to treatises in Istanbul libraries, remains the most noteworthy,
since he actually saw and examined the treatises.

the term furu≠s|yah, its origin, and its evolution as a concept and as an institution.
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This article attempts to elucidate these issues: firstly, through investigating the
Abbasid background and origins of Mamluk furu≠s|yah and its literature; secondly,
by proposing an altogether new research-based classification of Mamluk furu≠s|yah
literature, and finally, by providing a systematic and critical survey of the available
basic treatises of Mamluk furu≠s|yah literature and its antecedents.

EMERGENCE OF FURU≠S|YAH AND ITS LITERATURE UNDER THE ABBASIDS

The term furu≠s|yah emerged as a concept and an institution under the Abbasid
caliphate in Iraq during the later half of the second/eighth century.4 It attained full
currency during the third/ninth century, when its conceptual and technical framework
became well established and clearly defined. The activities covered by the term
furu≠s|yah included horsemanship, training a horseman in the arts of the lance,
close combat techniques and weapons handling, archery on foot and horseback,
hunting, and polo. It also included both practical and theoretical knowledge of the
basics of veterinary science, of the types and characteristics of weaponry, and of
the art of war itself. The scope of furu≠s|yah was, logically, further extended to
cover training, exercises, and games performed on foot. Furu≠s|yah was, therefore,
subdivided into "upper furu≠s|yah" (al-furu≠s|yah al-‘ulw|yah), which denoted
activities performed on horseback, and "lower furu≠s|yah" (al-furu≠s|yah al-sufl|yah),
which denoted those performed on foot, like wielding arms, archery, boxing, and
wrestling. The overall furu≠s|yah activities were generated and shared by two
complementary and intermingling concepts and institutions of furu≠s|yah: noble
furu≠s|yah (al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah) as represented by the Abbasid court and military
furu≠s|yah (al-furu≠s|yah al-h˝arb|yah) centered on the training of mounted warriors.

AL-FURU≠S|YAH AL-NAB|LAH

4There is no evidence on the use of the term furu≠s|yah in the ja≠hil|yah and early Islam. In some
furu≠s|yah treatises, however, the caliph ‘Umar Ibn al-Khaţt¸a≠b is quoted as having said in a letter to
the inhabitants of Syria "Instruct your children in swimming, archery, and furu≠s|yah." The earliest
furu≠s|yah treatise which cited this passage is "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah," by Ibn Akh|
H˛iza≠m, Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 5m funu≠n h˝arb|yah, fol. 75r.; see also Kita≠b al-Siyar
al-Kab|r by Muh̋ammad Ibn al-H̨asan al-Shayba≠n|, ed. S̨ala≠h̋ al-D|n al-Munajjid (Cairo, 1971–72),
1:113; al-Qarra≠b al-Sarakhs| (in his Kita≠b Fada≠’il al-Ramy f| Sab|l Alla≠h, edited and translated
into English by Fad˝l al-Rah˝ma≠n Ba≠q| in Islamic Culture 3 (1960): 195–218) gave two versions of
this passage, one of them without the term. In both versions ‘Umar is said to have been paraphrasing
a hadith of the Prophet Muh˝ammad from which the word furu≠s|yah is absent (see A. J. Wensinck,
Concordance et Indices de la Traditions Musulmane [Leiden, 1936–69], 2 :295, 310). All this
casts strong doubt on the authenticity of the wording of the hadith. For more information see
al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 105.

Noble furu≠s|yah was initially inspired by the traditions and institutions of the
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Sassanian court and by local practices. It consisted of training from childhood the
male members of the Abbasid family and the sons of notables in horsemanship
and the use of arms, archery, polo, and hunting.5 The basic rules and conceptual
framework of noble furu≠s|yah were expounded in the "books of a≠’|n" (kutub
al-a≠’|n), such as "Kita≠b A±’|n al-Ramy," "Kita≠b A±’|n al-S˛awa≠lijah" and "Kita≠b A±’|n
al-S˛ayd," which formed part of the greater "Kita≠b A±’|n-na≠mah." This work (also
called "Kita≠b al-Rusu≠m") was translated from Persian into Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa‘
(d. 139/756–57) during the first years of Abbasid rule. The text is lost, but Ibn
Qutaybah quoted extracts in his ‘Uyu≠n al-Akhba≠r on the a≠’|n of archery and polo
under the heading A±da≠b al-furu≠sah.6 An important fragment on the a≠’|n of hunting
is included in "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| al-S˛ayd" by al-Zaynab|7 (see below).
These lost treatises of a≠’|ns constituted the nucleus of the noble furu≠s|yah literature
in the early Abbasid period.

Noble furu≠s|yah was a state institution almost from its inception after the
founding of Baghdad during the caliphate of al-Mans˝u≠r (136–58/754–75). Al-
Mans˝u≠r was too old to engage in such activities, but he prepared the ground for
his heir, al-Mahd| (158–69/775–85), and their successors.8 Al-Mahd| was the first
crown prince to be brought up according to the principles of noble furu≠s|yah. In
151/768, the first polo field (mayda≠n) in Islam was built for him adjacent to his
palace at al-Rus˝a≠fah in Baghdad.9 He was an archer of repute, skilled with both
the simple Arab bow and the composite Persian bow,10 and it was he who turned
hunting into a sophisticated caliphal institution. His successors followed his example,
and proficiency in the arts of furu≠s|yah virtually became a prerequisite for the
caliphate, as affirmed by al-Ja≠h˝iz˝: "None of the descendants of al-‘Abba≠s mounted

5Al-Ja≠h˝iz˝, Rasa≠’il al-Ja≠h˝iz˝, ed. ‘Abd al-Sala≠m Ha≠ru≠n (Cairo, 1964–79), 3:32; al-T˛abar|, Ta≠r|kh
al-Umam wa-al-Mulu≠k (Cairo, 1323/1905–6) 2:74–75.
6Ibn Qutaybah, ‘Uyu≠n al-Akhba≠r (Cairo, 1938), 1:133–34.
7Al-Zaynab|, "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| al-S˛ayd," fols. 22v., 37r.–v.
8Ibid.
9Al-T˛abar|, Ta≠r|kh, 10:281; Bashir Yousif Francis, Baghda≠d f| ‘Ahd al-Khila≠fha al-‘Abba≠s|yah
[a critical commentary and translation of Guy le Strange's Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate
(Oxford, 1924)] (Baghdad, 1936), 164. Al-Mahd| was the first caliph to play polo, for which he
was denigrated by the poet Bashsha≠r Ibn Burd (cf. al-T̨abar|, Ta≠r|kh, 10:18); the claim (al-Mas‘u≠d|,
Muru≠j al-Dhahab wa-Ma‘a≠din al-Jawhar, ed. and trans. Charles Pellat [Beirut, 1966–74], 5:212)
that Ha≠ru≠n al-Rash|d (170–93/786–809) was the first caliph to play the game is thus incorrect.
10Al-Zaynab|, "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fols. 39r., 270r.
11Al-Ja≠h˝iz˝, Al-Baya≠n wa-al-Taby|n (Cairo, 1932) 3:11:
†                                                         »U³Ý_ l�Uł u¼Ë ô≈ pK*UÐ ”U³F�« b�Ë s� bŠ√ rI¹ r�

WOÝËdH�«

" "

the throne without having fully mastered the arts of furu≠s|yah."11
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Al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah was not simply a Sassanian product with an Arab or
Islamic tinge; it was a unique and original blending of the interaction of mainly
Arab and Sassanian cultures within the framework of Islam and the Abbasid
context. Byzantine influences came through the first Islamic dynasty, the Umayyads
(41–132/661–750), who also had retained many of the old pre-Islamic tribal values.
These include the Arab conception of the horseman (fa≠ris), embodying bravery
(shaja≠‘ah), gallantry (shaha≠mah), manliness (muru≠wah), and generosity (sakha≠’),12

qualities often lauded by Umayyad and early Abbasid poets. The notion of fa≠ris
penetrated the very fiber of Abbasid court furu≠s|yah, and the term furu≠s|yah is still
used in Arabic as a synonym for these virtues. Indeed, the chivalric aspect of
al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah was so powerful that it survived when the institution itself
died out.

The same virtues constituted the moral foundation of futu≠wah (from fatá, lit.,
"young man"), which emerged concurrently with furu≠s|yah. The conceptions fa≠ris
and fatá were closely associated, and the terms were used, since the pre-Islamic
period, interchangeably.13 This association was reflected in furu≠s|yah literature,
which came to include treatises on aspects of futu≠wah, for example, futu≠wat ramy
al-bunduq (the futu≠wah of hunting birds with the pellet bow).14 Chapters on ramy
al-bunduq were usually included in Abbasid hunting treatises; entire works devoted
to the subject began to appear in the sixth/twelfth century, especially during the
caliphate of al-Na≠s˝ir li-D|n Alla≠h (575–622/1180–1225), and continued to be

See also al-Zaynab|, "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fol. 45r.
12On the the Arab concept of fa≠ris, see al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 105, and idem, "Furu≠siyya
Literature," 132, n. 10.
13Cf. Mus˝t¸afá Jawa≠d, "Introduction," in Kita≠b al-Futu≠wah, by Ibn al-Mi‘ma≠r, ed. Mus˝t¸afá Jawa≠d
et al. (Baghdad, 1958); and al-Sarraf "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 106.
14Ramy al-bunduq, which flourished in Iraq in the latter half of the second/eighth century, was
practiced at the Abbasid court and in high society (as well as among the common people). Its
practioners developed a powerful and strongly hierarchical fraternity, or futu≠wah, which the Abbasid
caliph al-Na≠s˝ir li-D|n Alla≠h (475–622/1180–1225) "co-opted," declaring himself supreme head.
The Ayyubids joined it, and ramy al-bunduq took strong hold in Egypt and Syria. The Mamluks
perpetuated this legacy. The pellet bow (qaws al-bunduq) is a hand bow. However, unlike that of
the arrow bow, the string of the pellet bow is cut in the middle and fastened from each end to a
small piece of leather designed to hold the pellet, bunduqah, which was made of glazed hardened
clay. The pellet bow is drawn in much the same way as an arrow bow but on loosing, the
pellet-bowman should rapidly shift his left hand holding the bow to the left (if he is right-handed,
or to the right if he is left-handed) so that the bunduqah will not strike the grip or hurt the hand.
As an additional precaution, the thumb (of the left hand holding the grip) is protected by an iron
sleeve called ba≠ru≠q. Simple hand pellet bows are still used today in Sind and Afghanistan. See
Shihab al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke (648–923/1250–1517)," Ph.D. diss., Université de Paris
Sorbonne, 1989, 1:275–99, 314–12.

written into the Mamluk period (see below).
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AL-FURU≠S|YAH AL-H˛ARB|YAH

Military furu≠s|yah originated in the professional army created by the Abbasids
when they first came to power. The presence of the traditional tribal army dwindled
rapidly in the latter half of the second/eighth century until it was practically
extinguished under the Caliph al-Ma’mu≠n (198–218/813–42) and officially
abolished by his brother and successor al-Mu‘tas˝im (218–27/833–42). Initially,
the hard core of al-Ma’mu≠n's cavalry was mainly composed of Khurasanis, but
during the last years of his reign, Abbasid cavalry was also steadily reinforced by
sedentary Transoxanian Turks and then by free and unfree Turkish tribal nomads.
Al-Mu‘tas˝im pursued this recruitment policy on a larger scale, favoring Turkish
tribal horsemen with a certain preference for servile Turkish elements. The ghilma≠n
institution started taking shape in his reign but only reached maturity during the
caliphate of al-Mu‘tad˝id (279–89/892–902) who founded the elite corps of al-
ghilma≠n al-h̋ujar|yah,15 the fore-runner of mama≠l|k al-t¸iba≠q of the Mamluk sultanate.
Henceforth the ghilma≠n, or mamluks as they came to be known, became a cornerstone
of military furu≠s|yah.

The Abbasid ghula≠m military institution was the end result of a sophisticated
training system, which was constantly and painstakingly elaborated by Abbasid
furu≠s|yah masters over a period of one hundred years starting from the second
half of the second/eighth century. It represented an ingenious synthesis of various
military traditions, namely Arab, Persian, Central Asian, and Byzantine. The ultimate
aim was to produce an accomplished and almost unique brand of mounted archers

15Ghilma≠n al-h˝ujar|yah, or ghilma≠n al-h˝ujar, were the most distinguished ghilma≠n élite in the
second half of the third/ninth century and the first quarter of the fourth/tenth century. They were
also referred to as ghilma≠n al-da≠r or ghilma≠n da≠r|yah, as they were raised, educated, and trained
within the palatial compound (da≠r al-khila≠fah) where they were permanently housed in special
quarters or chambers, the h˝ujar; hence their name. During their formation period, al-h˝ujar|yah
were not allowed to go beyond this palatial compound unless accompanied by their supervisors
and furu≠s|yah masters. Their number reached twenty thousand during the caliphate of al-Muktaf|
billa≠h (289–95/902–8), and they were superbly trained and equipped, also being given the highest
salaries among ghilma≠n troops. However, they remained a local force and did not take part in
expeditions outside Iraq. Their political role grew with time and culminated in the installation of
the caliph al-Ra≠d˝| in 322/934 with the participation of another ghilma≠n élite corps (al-s˝a≠j|yah).
However, this political role brought about their destruction in 325/936–37. See Hila≠l al-S˛a≠b|,
Tuh˝fat al-Umara≠’ f| Ta≠r|kh al-Wuzara≠’, ed. H. F. Amedroz (Beirut, 1904), 12–13; idem, Rusu≠m
Da≠r al-Khila≠fah, 2nd ed., ed. M|kha≠’|l ‘Awwa≠d (Beirut, 1986), 8; Ibn Miskawayh, Taja≠rib al-Umam,
ed. H. F. Amedroz (Cairo, 1332–34/1914–16), 1:258; cf. Shihab al-Sarraf, "Close Combat Weapons
in the Early Abbasid Period," in Companion to Medieval Arms and Armours, ed. David Nicolle
(London, 2002), 149–78.

who would be superior to and better coordinated than even the Central Asian
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horse archer nomads while being at the same time highly proficient in handling
the lance and weapons of close combat. The horseman was likewise trained to
fight on foot in case he was unhorsed or ordered to dismount during battle. In
addition, he was required to know the basics of veterinary science and be familiar
with the types and characteristics of the weapons currently used by the cavalry,
the infantry, and in siege warfare. He must also be acquainted with the stratagems
of war and have some knowledge of the art of war in general. After the initial
training period, which might last for several years, the skills acquired throughout
were continuously perfected and sustained by a multitude of games and exercises.
Hunting and polo were considered essential in maintaining such skills.

The Khurasani corps was the foremost corps of the Abbasid army to have
practiced this training system and unceasingly contributed to its development.16

Being the first professional multi-ethnic caliphal army in Islam, the Khurasanis,
whose first generation brought the Abbasids to power, had a precursor role in
promoting Abbasid military furu≠s|yah. Although by the second half of the third/ninth
century, this prestigious corps had lost much of its importance as a military force
after the massive recruitment of Turkish and other elements, its prominent members
and commanders remained the absolute model for Abbasid/Iraqi military furu≠s|yah.

From their ranks emerged the man who definitively marked Muslim furu≠s|yah
and its literature. This was Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m al-Khuttal|, the greatest furu≠s|yah
master of his time and the central figure in Muslim furu≠s|yah as a whole. His
masterly work became the basic source of future treatises and to a large extent
determined the content of furu≠s|yah literature. Knowledge of the work and its
author is essential for the understanding of Mamluk furu≠s|yah literature.

IBN AKH| H˛IZA≠M, THE FOUNDER OF FURU≠S|YAH LITERATURE

Muh˝ammad ibn Ya‘qu≠b ibn Gha≠lib ibn ‘Al| al-Khuttal|,17 known as Ibn Akh|

16Al-Ja≠h˝iz˝, "Risa≠lat Mana≠qib al-Turk," in Rasa≠’il, 1:20–21.
17From Khuttal, a region on the right bank of upper Oxus between the rivers Wakhsh and Panj,
famous for its horses. Medieval Khuttal is now part of Tajikistan (C. E. Bosworth, "Khuttal," The
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 5:75). According to al-Sam‘a≠n|, Kita≠b al-Ansa≠b (Beirut, 1988),
2:322–23, there was also an Iraqi village named al-Khuttal near Daskarah on the great road
between Baghdad and Khurasan, but the existence of such a place, and the association of those
bearing the nisbah of al-Khuttal| with it, have been rejected (see Ibn al-Ath|r, Al-Luba≠b f| Tahdh|b
al-Ansa≠b [Cairo, 1938–49], 1:345; Ya≠qu≠t al-H̨amaw|, Mu‘jam al-Bulda≠n, ed. Ferdinand Wüstenfeld
[Leipzig, 1866–73], 2:402; ‘Abd al-Mu’min al-Baghda≠d|, Mara≠s̋id al-Iţţila≠‘ ‘alá Asma≠’ al-Amkinah
wa-al-Biqa≠‘ [Cairo, 1954–55], 1:452). Ibn Mangl| ("Uns al-Mala≠ bi-Wah˝sh al-Fala≠," Da≠r al-Kutub
al-Mis˝r|yah MS 12 s˝ina≠‘ah, fol. 7r.), and later Viré ("Ist¸abl," EI2 , 4:216), accepted al-Sam‘a≠n|'s
dubious explanation of the nisbah.

H˛iza≠m, was born in Baghdad and died there sometime in the last quarter of the
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third/ninth century. He was the descendent of a prominent family of Abna≠’18 who
served the Abbasid dynasty for several decades. His uncle H˛iza≠m ibn Gha≠lib was
a well-known commander of the Khurasani corps and stable master to the caliph
al-Mu‘tas˝im19 (s˝a≠h˝ib khayl al-khal|fah, the equivalent of the later am|r akhu≠r
kab|r). According to al-Ya‘qu≠b|, care of al-Mu‘tas˝im's stables was not entrusted
to H˛iza≠m alone, but was shared by his brother Ya‘qu≠b, the father of Ibn Akh|
H˛iza≠m.20 Ya‘qu≠b himself was an unrivaled authority on horses and their medical
treatment in his time, and he became the chief veterinary surgeon to the caliph
al-Mutawakkil (232–47/847–61). Nevertheless, because of the celebrity of his
brother H˛iza≠m, he was commonly referred to as Akhu≠ H˛iza≠m "brother of H˛iza≠m,"
whence his son's shuhrah "Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m."

It is difficult to imagine a more propitious milieu for developing skills in
furu≠s|yah arts and for gaining an intimate knowledge of horses. Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m
logically walked in the steps of his uncle and his father. He became a member of
the Khurasani corps and ranked amongst its most prominent commanders.21 There
is also evidence that he became the stable master of the caliph al-Mu‘tad˝id. Ibn
Akh| H˛iza≠m was an experienced soldier, expert on horses, master of furu≠s|yah
arts, and unchallenged authority in lance and close combat techniques and
weapons—hence the unmatched importance of his work, which represents the

18The term Abna≠’ (literally "sons" or "descendents") was originally used to denote the descendents
of the first Khurasanis who brought the Abbasid caliphal dynasty to power and who were mostly
Arab settlers in Khurasan. But as recruitment from Khurasan continued, the term was used for the
descendents of any first generation Khurasani recruits regardless of the time of their arrival in Iraq
or their ethnic origin. The Abna≠’, whether of Arab or Persian origin and whether they were
descendents of early or later Khurasanis, had a great sense of unity and solidarity. Raised and
trained according to the rules of Abbasid furu≠s|yah, they constituted a redoubtable military force,
serving both as cavalry and infantry. Their devotion to Iraq, Baghdad, and the Abbasid house was
almost fanatical. Distinguished Abna≠’ may always have joined the Khurasani corps and to have
assumed positions of command, as was the case with Ibn Akh| H̨iza≠m.
19On the notoriety of H˛iza≠m ibn Gha≠lib in this post, see al-Ja≠h˝iz˝, "Risa≠lah f| S˛ina≠‘at al-Quwwa≠d,"
in Rasa≠’il, 381 and n. 2.
20Al-Ya‘qu≠b|, Kita≠b al-Bulda≠n, ed. M. J. De Goeje (Leiden, 1892), 381. The stables in Samarra
were located behind the quarter of H̨iza≠m:
sÐ s"(« WFOD%Ë W"³MŽ sÐ nO−Ž WFOD%Ë —u−O½UÐ sÐ rýU¼ WFOD% UNM� ÊUÝdš œ«u% lzUD% Ÿ—UA�« «c¼ w6ËÆ Æ Æ

WO8U)« WHOK)« »«Ëb�  ö³D8ô« Â«eŠ WFOD% dNþË V�Už sÐ Â«eŠ WFOD%Ë rOF½ sÐ ÊË—U¼ WFOD%Ë w½u�Q*« wKŽ

                                                                     .Áuš√ »uIF¹Ë Â«eŠ U¼ôu²¹ WO�UF�«Ë

21His name figures among the army commanders who in the year 251/856 supported the caliph
al-Musta‘|n (248–52/862–66) against al-Mu‘tazz (252–55/866–69) and the Turks in Samarra. He
led (jointly with ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn Nas˝r) the vanguard of the caliphal army under the command of
al-H˛usayn ibn Isma≠‘|l (al-T˛abar|, Ta≠r|kh, 11:120).

oldest surviving furu≠s|yah manual.
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His work, written, according to Ibn al-Nad|m, for the caliph al-Mutawakkil,22

consisted of two complementary treatises intended as manuals for the mounted
warrior and for army officers and commanders. The first treatise (hereafter
designated as Treatise A, see below, Category I [a]) is a comprehensive work on
horses including equitation, hippology, and farriery. The second treatise (hereafter
Treatise B, see below, Category II) mainly deals with the principles of riding and
horse-mastery, lance and sword techniques, arms, archery, and polo. These two
treatises came down to us either separately and bearing different titles, or combined
as one work, though in two parts each with its own preface (hereafter Treatise
AB) and also bearing different titles. The most recurrent title, however, and probably
the nearest to the original, is "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah." The title given
by the Mamluk author and h˝alqah commander Muh˝ammad ibn Mangl| to the
overall work is "Al-Fawa≠’id al-Jal|lah f| ‘Ulu≠m al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Rima≠yah wa-
Amra≠d˝ al-Khayl wa-Muda≠wa≠tiha≠."23

During the Mamluk period Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's work became the manual par
excellence for furu≠s|yah masters, mamluks, and h˝alqah troopers. Indeed, Ibn Mangl|
warned his fellow h˝alqah troopers and mamluks not to consult any other work but
that of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m.24 He insisted elsewhere that he who heeds the teachings
of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m while being trained at the hands of a knowledgeable master in
the arts of furu≠s|yah shall licitly benefit from his iqt¸a≠‘ and effectively serve the
sultan in time of war.25 Even the opening words that Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m used in the
preface of his Treatise AB:
†ULŽ h×H�« …býË dEM�« W%œË WOÝËdH�«  ôPÐ W6dF*« s� w� tÒK�« V¼Ë U� bFÐ ‰“√ r� w½S6 bFÐ U�√

                                           WB�U)«  UOM�« ÍË– s� ”Q³�«Ë …b−M�« q¼√ tH8Ë

(which is also the preface of Treatise A) became a cliché in Mamluk furu≠s|yah
treatises.26

Since Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise AB (often referred to as his "grand book,"
kita≠buhu al-kab|r) was rather too voluminous to be used as a handy manual, and
since it consisted of two distinct and independent manuals representing different

22Ibn al-Nad|m, Kita≠b al-Fihrist, ed. Reza Tajaddod (Tehran, 1967), 377.
23Ibn Mangl|, "Uns al-Mala≠," Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 12 s˝ina≠‘ah, fol. 7r.
24Ibid.       .v²ý U�uKŽ lLł dO³J�« tÐU²UË V²J�« s� ÁdOž vKŽ ÃdF¹ Ê√ WF�UD*« s"×¹ ÊUU «–≈ ÍbM−K� “u−¹ôË

25Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fols. 38v.
5Fð s� ‰U²I� ÃUO²Šô« X%Ë t½UDKÝ lH½Ë ôöŠ tŽUD%« qU√ »d(« —u�QÐ ·—UŽ aOý vKŽ dN9Ë t�öJÐ qG²ý« s�Ë 
                                                                                                      .⁄UÐË d6UU s� UŽdý t�U²%

26See for example al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l wa-al-Umn|yah f| Ta‘l|m A‘ma≠l al-Furu≠s|yah,"
fol. 2r.; Baktu≠t al-Ramma≠h˝, "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm al-Furu≠s|yah," fol. 5v.

disciplines in furu≠s|yah arts and literature, Treatise AB was often split into Treatises
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A and B and these were used and copied separately. This accounts for the limited
number of the surviving copies of Treatise AB27 in comparison with the extant
copies of Treatises A and B. It also explains why most copies of Treatise A
(which had the title page of Treatise AB) bear the signature of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m,
while most copies of Treatise B are either unsigned or bear fictitious names.
Moreover, the copies of Treatise B are all catalogued under different titles.

This is one reason why Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B, though fundamental for
a proper comprehension of Islamic furu≠s|yah literature as a whole and Mamluk in
particular (see below), has remained largely unrecognized as a third/ninth century
work. Furthermore, like all furu≠s|yah manuals in demand, the overall work of Ibn
Akh| H˛iza≠m suffered at the hands of copyists, booksellers, and compilers; even
the name of the author was not spared, especially his shuhrah and nisbah.28 These
errors have led to a number of recent false identifications of the author and his

27There are five manuscripts that contain both Treatises A and B: Bayezit Public Library MS
Veliyüddin Efendi 3174, entitled "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah wa-Ma‘rifat al-Khayl wa-
Riya≠d˝atiha≠ wa-Ta’d|biha≠ wa-‘Ila≠jiha≠ wa-Ma‘rifat al-‘Amal bi-al-Sayf wa-al-Rumh˝ wa-Ramy al-
Nushsha≠b," dated 740/1339 but transcribed from a manuscript dated 428/1036–37—its colophon
reads:
rKŽ jO×¹Æ Æ Æ  tÒK�UÐ bC²F*« iz«— ÊUUË WOÝËdH�« w6 wK²)«©«cU® Â«Òeš wš√ sÐ »uIF¹ sÐ bL×� »U²U -

ô≈ ¡wý UNM� √dI¹ œUJ¹ ô tf"½ w¼Ë WMÝ ¥≤∏ błË U� vKŽ UNf¹—Uð tf"½ s� V²U t½√ »U²J�« «c¼ vKŽ  n%«u�«

                                          ª‰UJý≈ s� tf"M�« Ác¼ w6 Áb−¹ U� w6 „uKL*« —cF¹ U½bO"6 bN'UÐ

Ayasofya Library MSS 2898, entitled "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah min Qibal al-T˛ibb
wa-Umu≠r al-Salţanah" (Treatise B incomplete), and 2899, entitled "Kita≠b al-Khayl wa-al-Furu≠s|yah";
Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 5m funu≠n h˝arb|yah, entitled "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-
Bayt¸arah," catalogued as anonymous; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS 5555, untitled and catalogued
as anonymous.
28The shuhrah Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m was often corrupted to Ibn Ab| H˛iza≠m and Abu≠ H˛iza≠m; the name
was written H˛aram, H˛aza≠m, H˛azza≠m, Khizza≠m, and Khazza≠m. The nisbah al-Khuttal| was written
al-Khayl|, al-Jil|, al-H˛il|, and al-Jabal|, which are common corruptions of this nisbah (see Ibn
Ma≠ku≠la≠, Al-Ikma≠l f| Raf‘ al-Irtiya≠b ‘an al-Mu’talif wa-al-Mukhtalif f| al-Asma≠’ wa-al-Kuná wa-al-
Ansa≠b, ed. ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Yama≠n| [Hyderabad, 1962–1972], 3:219 ff.). In some copies the
personal name Muh˝ammad is omitted, and only Ya‘qu≠b Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m remains, usually with the
kunyah Abu≠ Yu≠suf, which is common with the name Ya‘qu≠b, rather than ‘Abd Alla≠h, which
normally accompanies Muh˝ammad. In one copy of Treatise B the name Muh˝ammad has been
corrupted to Ah˝mad. Such errors were so frequent in the Mamluk period that Ibn Mangl|, "Uns
al-Mala≠," Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2832/1, fol. 5v., tried to clarify the problem, but he, too,
made errors. Ibn Mangl|'s work was one of the few sources used by Mercier (La Parure des
cavaliers, xii–xiii), in efforts to establish Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's name and to identify his work; on the
basis of the variations Mercier suggested that there might have been three authors: Ya‘qu≠b and his
two sons Muh˝ammad and Ah˝mad. François Viré ("Ist¸abl," 222–26) took Mercier's hypothesis as
established and even added another imaginary person, Akh| H˛iza≠m, ostensibly Ya‘qu≠b's father!
29See for example the preceding note.

work29 thus helping to obscure his immense contribution to furu≠s|yah literature, of
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which he was, undoubtedly, the founder.

FROM THE ABBASIDS TO THE MAMLUKS

Since furu≠s|yah was and remained a state institution, its rise and decline was
intimately connected with the sovereignty and independence of the caliphate. Two
great periods of Abbasid furu≠s|yah literature can be isolated; the first flourished
from the second half of the second/eighth century until the Buwayhid domination
(334/945), and the second from the mid-sixth/twelfth century onward until the
Mongol invasion in the mid-seventh/thirteenth century. The destruction of Baghdad
and the abolition of the caliphate (656/1258) made Cairo and Damascus the
uncontested centers of the Islamic world. The Mamluks inherited and built upon
Abbasid traditions, including furu≠s|yah literature, enlarging and emphasizing
military exercises and training due to their particular military institution and to the
Mongol threat.

CLASSIFICATION OF MAMLUK FURU≠S|YAH LITERATURE

Careful examination and extensive research into furu≠s|yah literature and its historical
background can only lead to the classification proposed below. This stands in
direct opposition to the tentative classifications previously proposed by Mercier
and Ritter.30

Furu≠s|yah treatises fall into one of two categories. The first, henceforth Category
I, includes thematic treatises dealing with a particular subject or branch of furu≠s|yah.
These are:

a) treatises on horses and farriery;
b) treatises on archery;
c) treatises on the arts of the lance;

30Mercier, La Parure des cavaliers, 384–85, artificially divided the treatises into four categories:
treatises on the description of horses and the mysterious virtues attributed to them; treatises on
wielding arms on horseback; treatises on farriery; and treatises on falconry. Ritter combined
Mercier's first three categories into one and added two more: archery and organization of the
army. He discarded falconry. In both attempts the term furu≠s|yah was used in a restrictive way.
Scanlon, "Introduction," in A Muslim Manual of War, 6–7, adopted Ritter's classification, but saw
this only as military literature, thus limiting the scope of furu≠s|yah treatises to those covering the
training of the horse, the training of the rider to wield certain weapons consummately, the concerted
action of the cavalryman on the field, the technique and variety of single combat, tournaments,
and the basics of veterinary medicine. Thus treatises on archery, hunting, polo, tactics, and
organization of the army ,which constitute an integral part of furu≠s|yah literature, were arbitrarily
regarded as distinct from it. See also Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, "Introduction," in A±da≠b al-H˛arb
wa-al-Shaja≠‘ah (Warsaw, 1969), 7–13, who, although skeptical about such classifications, and the
restrictive use of the term furu≠s|yah, did not propose any alternative.

d) treatises on the arts of the mace;
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e) treatises on the art of war;
f) treatises on arms and war engines;
g) treatises on hunting;
h) treatises on polo.
Thematic furu≠s|yah works, with the exception of those on polo, may be

subdivided into two types of treatises: comprehensive and specific thematic
furu≠s|yah treatises. The former gives an overall treatment of the subject, while the
latter deals only with a specific aspect of the subject matter.

The second category, Category II, includes general furu≠s|yah treatises. They
deal with some or most of the above-mentioned subjects, either in an abridged
form or by including portions from Category I treatises or entire small treatises.
This applies mainly to lance play and mace play. It also covers the training of the
Mamluk fa≠ris and all that concerns lower (foot) furu≠s|yah.

ASSESSMENT AND GRADING OF MAMLUK FURU≠S|YAH LITERATURE

The Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises of either category may be divided into three
groups. The first group is made up of treatises that can be described as basic
because of their originality or essential contribution. This group, however, constitutes
only a small proportion of the total number of works produced in this period.
They were usually written by professionals who belonged to the military institution
or worked closely with it. Two authors in this group belonged to the h˝alqah corps.
Not many treatises are signed by pure Mamluks, probably because of an insufficient
knowledge of Arabic. Otherwise, this group would have been greatly enriched
with original works based on first-hand observation and experience. This group
includes only one original Mamluk-Kipchak treatise (see Category I [d] below).

The second group consists of compilation treatises based on the first group
and on pre-Mamluk works. The best examples were composed by men of learning
(ulama) like Sharaf al-D|n al-Dimya≠t¸| (d. 705/1305–6), Badr al-D|n Ibn Jama≠‘ah
(d. 733/1333), Ibn Qayyim al-Jawz|yah (d. 751/1350), ‘Izz al-D|n Ibn Jama≠‘ah (d.
819/1416), Wal| al-D|n Ah̋mad al-‘Ira≠q| (d. 826/1422), Shams al-D|n Muh̋ammad
al-Sakha≠w| (d. 902/1497), Jala≠l al-D|n ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Suyu≠t¸| (d. 911/1505),
and many others.31 They quoted clearly and exactly from treatises now lost, and
usually acknowledged their sources, which the authors of the treatises in the first
group did not necessarily do, and those in the third group almost never did.
Moreover, they sometimes defined important technical terms and, finally, their

31The marked interest and participation of ulama in furu≠s|yah literature started in the sixth/tenth
century under the Abbasids, and assumed important proportions in the Mamluk period. See al-Sarraf,
"Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 109–10.

language is of the highest caliber ever used in furu≠s|yah literature, thus aiding in
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the verification and correction of copyists' errors in treatises in the other groups.
Many of these authors were quite familiar with the arts of furu≠s|yah. For example,
Muh˝ammad al-Aqsara≠’| al-H˛anaf| (d. 749/1348), the author of "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l"
(see below), was an experienced lancer and well versed in archery. Many members
of the ulama practiced the latter art and even excelled in it.32 ‘Ala≠’ al-D|n al-Akhm|m|
al-Naq|b, chief Shafi‘i magistrate under Sultan al-Ghu≠r| (906–22/1501–16), was
considered by his contemporaries a great master of archery and an undisputed
expert.33 For this reason and because he spoke Turkish perfectly, he was very
popular among the Turks, a matter that contributed significantly to his selection
for the post of aqd˝á al-qud˝a≠h.34 There is strong evidence that he was the author of
two deliberately unsigned treatises. The first is on archery, entitled "H˛all al-Ishka≠l
f| al-Ramy bi-al-Niba≠l" (see Cat. I [b] below), and belongs to the first group, and
the other is a general furu≠s|yah treatise entitled "Naqa≠wat al-Muntaqá f| Na≠fi‘a≠t
al-Liqa≠’," an abridged version of a lost treatise by Taq| al-D|n Yah̋yá ibn al-Kirma≠n|
(d. 833/1430) which belongs to the second (see Cat. II below).

The third group encompasses popular and often apocryphal literature produced
to meet the great demand for furu≠s|yah works at the end of the Bahri period and
throughout the Circassian period. Much of it consists of truncated and sometimes
amalgamated portions of pre-Mamluk and Mamluk treatises from the previous
two groups. The copyists and booksellers, who played a great role in propagating
these works, either deliberately left them anonymous or attributed them to well-
known authors from Category II.

An illustrative example of this group is the luxurious manuscript now in the
Bibliothèque Nationale, MS 2824, entitled "Al-Makhzu≠n Ja≠mi‘ al-Funu≠n" and
fraudulently attributed to Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m. It begins with the preface and the first
section on training the rider and horse from his Treatise B, followed by the lance
bunu≠d of al-Ah˝dab (see below), then a section on incendiary weapons taken from
pre-Mamluk and early Bahri sources, ending with a corrupted vernacular version
of an anonymous work on the training of the Mamluk fa≠ris. Because of its very
nature, this group has led scholars astray and should only be studied and exploited
after a full understanding of groups one and two. Although random examples will

32The reasons are discussed in al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:51–56.
33Al-Sakha≠w|, Al-D˛aw’ al-La≠mi‘ li-Ahl al-Qarn al-Ta≠si‘ (Cairo, 1353–55/1934–36), 5:275; Ibn
Iya≠s, Bada≠’i‘ al-Zuhu≠r f| Waqa≠’i‘ al-Duhu≠r, ed. Muh̋ammad Mus̋ţafá (Wiesbaden-Cairo, 1961–75),
4:348:
w6 v�uD�« bO�« t� ÊUUË tÐ U6—UŽ »UAM�UÐ w�d�« w6 W�öŽ ÊUUË „«dðô« bMŽ WKzUÞ …dNý t� s¹b�« ¡öŽ aOA�« ÊUUË

                                                                                              Æp�–

Cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:52–53.
34Ibn Iya≠s, Bada≠’i‘ al-Zuhu≠r, 4:848.

be given below, this article focuses on the first two groups.
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MAMLUK FURU≠S|YAH TREATISES AND THEIR SOURCES

CATEGORY I: THEMATIC FURU≠S|YAH TREATISES

CAT. I (A): TREATISES ON HORSES AND FARRIERY

Abbasid treatises on horses were the objects of two kinds of contributions; the
first was made by Arab philologists and the other was made by professionals and
furu≠s|yah masters. The main body of Arab philological works on horses was
written in Iraq during the period from the latter half of the second/eighth century
to the end of the first half of the fourth/tenth century.35 These works included both
comprehensive and specific treatises. Of the former type, commonly titled Kita≠b
al-Khayl, more than twenty treatises were written,36 all deemed lost except four.
These are Kita≠b al-Khayl by Abu≠ ‘Ubaydah Ma‘mar ibn al-Muthanná (d. 209/824),37

Kita≠b al-Khayl by al-As˝ma‘| (d. 216/831),38 "Kita≠b al-Khayl" by Abu≠ ‘Abd al-
Rah˝ma≠n Muh˝ammad al-‘Ut¸b| (d. 228/842), and "Kita≠b al-Khayl" by Ah˝mad ibn
Ab| T˛a≠hir T˛ayfu≠r (d. 280/893). The last two treatises are still in manuscript and
the fate of their extant copies, presumably kept in a private collection, is uncertain.39

In any case, the basic and unmatched contributions in this domain remain the
above first two treatises by the celebrated Basran philologists whose competence
and rivalry in the knowledge of horses were particularly well-known. However,
notwithstanding the importance of al-As̋ma‘|'s contribution, Abu≠ ‘Ubaydah's Kita≠b
al-Khayl undoubtedly represents the most complete and learned philological work
on horses, and was the source par excellence for subsequent treatises whether
written by philologists, furu≠s|yah masters like Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, or compilers.
Similarly, very few, of an otherwise considerable number, of specific philological
and historical works on horses have survived. The most notable of these are
Nasab al-Khayl f| al-Ja≠hil|yah wa-al-Isla≠m by Ibn al-Kalb|40 (d. 204/819); Asma≠’

35Cf. al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 110–111.
36On this work see ibid., 111.
37Published in Hyderabad, 1358/1939.
38Published by Nu≠r| H˛ammu≠d| al-Qays|, in Majallat Kull|yat al-A±da≠b (Baghdad University) 12
(1969): 337–88, then published separately (Baghdad, 1970).
39See ‘Awwa≠d, Mas̋a≠dir al-Tura≠th al-‘Askar|, 1:294–96.
40Published by Giorgio Levi Della Vida (Leiden, 1928); another edition by Ah˝mad Zak| Pasha
(Cairo, 1946; 2nd ed., 1995); and republished by Nu≠r| H˛ammu≠d| al-Qays| and H˛a≠tim S˛a≠lih˝
al-D˛a≠min (Beirut, 1987). A copy written by Abu≠ Mans˝u≠r al-Jawa≠l|q| (d. 540/1145) is preserved in
the Escorial, MS 1705.
41Published by Levi Della Vida together with Nasab al-Khayl by al-Kalb| in one volume (Leiden,

Khayl al-‘Arab wa-Fursa≠niha≠ by Ibn al-A‘ra≠b|41 (d. 231/846), and Al-Sarj wa-al-
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Lija≠m by Ibn Durayd42 (d. 321/933).
In all, Abbasid philological works on horses were essential for preparing the

ground for the emergence of the furu≠s|yah masters' contributions in this field.
These were primarily concerned with subjects that are not dealt with in philological
works such as dressage, riding, ailments of horses and their cures, suitable horse
equipment in war and peace, etc., while integrating at the same time the essentials
of the philologist's contributions, especially concerning hippology.

Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m was the first furu≠s|yah master to make this synthesis in his
Treatise A, commonly titled "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah." It is not only
the oldest preserved text in Arabic on horses and their medical treatment, but also
the earliest contribution, probably in any language, in which hippology, riding,
training, and veterinary medicine, together with many other related topics, are
integrated in one work. Thus the genre was established and Treatise A became the
prototype of subsequent treatises. The work was a seminal contribution because it
was based on the deep knowledge and practical experience of the author. In a
number of subjects, it even reached the limits of perfection, as can be seen in the
method of training the rider and the horse in the ring.43 In the part devoted to
farriery, the main reference besides the author's own experience was his father
Ya‘qu≠b, who is referred to by his kunyah Abu≠ Yu≠suf. Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m also gives
some medical prescriptions in order to discredit them; he urges veterinary surgeons
to be more prompt in their work and demands that they should be cross-examined
before being allowed to practice. In the chapters on colors, markings, and whorls,
a certain Indian named Junna was mentioned and quoted, though only for reasons
of completeness, as the author did not agree with what Junna wrote44. Ibn Akh|
H˛iza≠m also elaborated on the borrowings he made from Kita≠b al-Khayl by Abu≠
‘Ubaydah.

1928), and reedited by Nu≠r| H˛ammu≠d| al-Qays| and H˛a≠tim S˛a≠lih˝ al-D˛a≠min (Beirut, 1987).
42Published by William Wright in Majmu≠‘at Jurzat al-H˛a≠t¸ib wa-Tuh˝fat al-T˛a≠lib (Leiden, 1859).
The text of Wright was republished by Ibra≠h|m al-Sa≠marra≠’| (in the seventies, but no date is
given); a third edition by Muna≠f Mahd| Ah˝mad appeared in 1992 (Cairo). However, this treatise,
which is unique in its genre in furu≠s|yah literature, deserves to be studied more appropriately. Two
copies are extant, one in the Library of the University of Leiden, MS 53, the other in Da≠r al-Kutub
al-Mis˝r|yah, MS 459/5 lughah Taymu≠r.
43Translated by Beate Sierwert-Mayer in "Riding in the Early Abbasid Period," in Furusiyya, ed.
Alexander, 1:110–17. For the Arabic text of this chapter, see idem, "Ruku≠b al-Khayl f| Bida≠yat
al-‘Ahd al-‘Abba≠s|," in Furu≠s|yah, ed. al-Sarraf, 1:98–103.
44See, Ibn Akh| H̨iza≠m, "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayţarah" (Treatise A), Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis̋r|yah
MS 1610 t̨ibb, fols. 52v.–53r.

More than fifteen copies of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise A have been traced so
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far and I believe the list is still far from being exhaustive.45 There is also an
unsigned late eighth/fourteenth-century Mamluk-Kipchak version of Treatise A
(unidentified as such hitherto) entitled "Kita≠b Bayt¸arat al-Va≠zih˝." The translation
from Arabic was made at the request of Tolu Beg, who is almost certainly the
same as Tolu min ‘Al| Sha≠h, na≠’ib of S˛afad, who was killed in 808/1405.46 At his
orders another furu≠s|yah treatise, this time on archery, was also translated into
Turkish (see below, Cat. I [b]). Two copies of "Bayţarat al-Va≠zih"˝ are preserved.47

The earliest authentic Mamluk work on horses is the anonymous "Kita≠b Sharh˝
al-Maqa≠mah al-S˛ala≠h˝|yah f| al-Khayl wa-al-Bayţarah," which was written towards
the end of the seventh/thirteenth century. It is a learned commentary on a
comprehensive didactic poem on horses and other related topics in 133 verses, in
-ri, presented within the framework of a maqa≠mah. There are two extant copies of

45The following manuscripts of Treatise A have been identified: British Library MS Add 23416,
entitled "Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Shiya≠t al-Khayl"; Chester Beatty Library MSS 3889 (seventh/thirteenth
century), 416 (645/1256), 3319 (869/1464–65), 3073, and 3220 (twelfth/eighteenth century), all
entitled "Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Shiya≠t al-Khayl"; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 1610 t˛ibb, entitled
"Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah f| ‘Alama≠t al-Khayl wa-‘Ila≠jiha≠"; Damascus, Da≠r al-Kutub al-
Z˛a≠hir|yah MS 71 ‘a≠mm, entitled "Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah"; Istanbul, Süleymaniye Library
MS 3608, ascribed to al-S˛a≠h˝ib Ta≠j al-D|n (d. 707/1307) and published under this apocryphal name
by Fuat Sezgin as a facsimile in 2 vols., Book on Veterinary Medicine: Kita≠b al-Bayt¸arah by
al-S˛a≠h˝ib Ta≠j al-D|n Abu≠ ‘Abd Alla≠h Muh˝ammad Ibn Muh˝ammad Ibn ‘Al| (Frankfurt, 1984); Fatih
Mosque Library MS 3510, entitled "Kita≠b al-Khuyu≠l wa-al-Furu≠s|yah" (written for the am|r akhu≠r
"stable master" of Sultan al-Na≠s˝ir ibn Qala≠wu≠n and the son of am|r akhu≠r kab|r "chief stable
master" of the same sultan); Topkapı Sarayı Library MS 1951, entitled "‘Awn Ahl al-Jiha≠d min
al-Umara≠’ wa-al-Ajna≠d" (893/1487): this copy, incomplete and catalogued as anonymous, was
published (presumed unique) in Damascus (1996); Budapest University Library MS Arabe O.3,
transcribed in Baghdad in 757/1356: this copy is incomplete, untitled, and catalogued as anonymous,
and it was published as such (and presumed unique) by Muh˝ammad al-Tu≠nj| under the title
Al-Jawa≠d al-‘Arab| (Kuwait, 1413/1993); Baghdad National Library MSS 134 al-atha≠r, 1938/1
al-atha≠r; Leiden University Library MS 528; Bibliothèque Nationale MSS 2823, untitled and
containing only the first and last folios (1063/1653), and 2815, untitled and classified as anonymous.
Treatise A was also plagiarized by a number of compilers, for example, British Library MS Or.
813 (620/1223; signed Ah˝mad Ibn ‘At|q al-Azd|); and Ayasofya Library MS 3705 (copied for the
Rasulid sultan of Yemen al-Muz̨affar Yu≠suf al-Sa‘|d [647–94/1249–95] by Ah̋mad Ibn Muh̋ammad,
known as Ibn Ab| Quţayrah).
46See al-Sakha≠w|, Al-D̨aw’ al-La≠mi‘, 4:48.
47Topkapı Sarayı MS Revan Köskü 1695 and Bibliothèque Nationale MS Suppl. Turc 179, fols.
1–99r. See also Janos Eckmann, "The Mamluk-Kipchak Literature" in Central Asiatic Journal 8
(1963): 316–17, and Kurtulu∑ Öztopçu, "Introduction," in Münyetü’l-g≥uzät: 14. yüzyıla âit Memluk-
Kipçakçasıyla yazılmı∑ askêri bir risâle, ed. and trans. Kurtulu∑ Öztopçu, Sources of Oriental
Languages and Literatures, 13: Turkic Sources, 11 (Cambridge, Mass., 1989), 4.
48The first one, written for the library of Yalba≠y min Qa≠n| Ba≠y al-Hamza≠w|, is preserved in the

this treatise bearing different and apocryphal titles.48
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The text begins with a short introduction on the blazes, markings, stockings,
and shackles of the horse. Then the author rather smoothly shifts to the rhymed
prose of the maqa≠mah, setting forth the frame story: Sultan S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n Ibn
Yu≠suf Ibn Ayyu≠b (Saladin) ordered that pure-bred Arab horses should be amassed
for war. When that was done he summoned his courtiers and questioned them
about the origins of the (Arab) horse, its breeds and bloodlines, its conformation,
its qualities, the ailments that can strike it, its markings, its colors, and the equipment
of its rider. No one answered but one man, an outsider, who stood up and recited
the poem.49 The commentary normally follows after one or two verses. Those
from 1 to 116 cover hippology and farriery, from 117 to 122 deal with arms and
armor, from 123 to 130 treat saddles and bridles, and finally from 131 to 133 deal
with how the horseman should behave on the battlefield. When the commentary
of the last three verses is completed, the rhymed prose resumes the argument of
the maqa≠mah and reports that the sultan, greatly pleased with the poem, decided
to appoint the poet as his stable master and to make him his boon companion. The
maqa≠mah concludes in the style and spirit of Maqa≠ma≠t al-H˛ar|r| as the narrator
(appearing in the role of al-H̨a≠rith ibn Hamma≠m of the Maqa≠mah) discovered that
he knew the poet (resembling the famous Abu≠ Zayd al-Saru≠j|) and engaged him in
a pleasant and lively conversation.

This treatise is one of the hidden jewels of Mamluk furu≠s|yah literature. First
of all, it should be noted that didactic poems, while common in such furu≠s|yah
disciplines as archery and hunting, were not very frequent in the domain of

library of Istanbul University, MS 4689, and titled "Kita≠b al-Razdaqah f| Ma‘rifat al-Khayl wa-
Ajna≠siha≠ wa-Amra≠d˝iha≠ wa-Adwiyatiha≠." The second copy, dated 1180/1766, is kept in the
Bibliothèque Nationale, MS Arabe 2817. It is spuriously attributed to Wahb Ibn Munabbih under
the title "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm Siya≠sat al-Khayl." There is also one copy of the "Maqa≠mah" sans commentary
in Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 81 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r, entitled "Al-Maqa≠mah al-S˛ala≠h˝|yah f|
al-Khayl wa-al-Bayt¸arah wa-al-Furu≠s|yah."
49The poem begins as follows:
dA³K� tM� «ÒeŽ qO)« o�UšË ‹ —uB�« r�UŽ Íb³� tÒK� bL(«

dCŠ s�Ë ËbÐ s� qÝd�« bOÝË ‹ dC� s� —U²<« vKŽ …uKB�«Ë

50In furu≠s|yah literature, didactic poems, namely in the fields of archery, hunting, and horses,
appeared mainly from the sixth/twelfth century onwards, after these disciplines were established,
and the major pertinent treatises were written during the first two hundred years of Abbasid rule.
Among the few surviving didactic poems on horses from that period is "Al-Urju≠zah al-Mans˝u≠r|yah
f| S˛ifa≠t al-Khayl" by the Zayd| Imam al-Mans˝u≠r billa≠h ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn H˛amzah (d. 614/1217). It
was commented by his son al-Am|r Shams al-D|n Abu≠ al-H˛asan Ah˝mad in a treatise entitled
"Kita≠b Sharh˝ al-Urju≠zah al-Mans˝u≠r|yah f| S˛ifa≠t al-Khayl," of which at least two copies survived;
one of them is kept in the British Library, MS 814. The "Urju≠zah" and its commentary are entirely
based on early Abbasid philological contributions and works of adab.

horses, especially in such a comprehensive way.50 Consequently, if this didactic
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poem was not the first of its kind, it is undoubtedly the earliest and the unique
surviving example. It is also the first and probably the last didactic poem presented
within the framework of a maqa≠mah. In furu≠s|yah literature, the maqa≠mah is an
exceptional genre and the only one I am aware of is "Al-Maqa≠mah al-Qaws|yah"
(on archery) by Isma≠‘|l ibn Jama≠l al-D|n al-Isbaha≠n| (sixth/twelfth century), which
is in rhymed prose51.

The real importance of this work, however, lies in the subtlety of the didactic
poem, the expert and erudite commentary of the author, and his clear and fine
Arabic style. Although he did not name his pre-Mamluk sources, the text clearly
shows that the author was perfectly familiar with the relevant Abbasid literature,
especially Kita≠b Nasab al-Khayl by Ibn al-Kalb| (d. 204/819), Kita≠b al-Khayl by
Abu≠ ‘Ubaydah and above all "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah" by Ibn Akh|
H˛iza≠m. It is also clear from his commentaries that the author was a pure product
of military furu≠s|yah, as he was highly proficient in horsemanship, hippology,
veterinary science, and arms and warfare. He gave us a valuable hint about himself
and the period during which he wrote the treatise when he casually referred to two
of his contemporaries who were alive when this work was written. One of them
was Amir Sunqur al-Ashqar (Shams al-D|n Sunqur al-S˛a≠lih˝|), na≠’ib al-salt¸anah in
Damascus who died in 691/1292. He was personally and intimately known to the
author who must have, therefore, belonged to the upper strata of the Mamluk
ruling elite or was very close to it. The other personality is Sharaf al-D|n al-Dimya≠ţ|,
who died in 705/1305–6. Al-Dimya≠ţ| wrote a work on horses entitled "Fad̋l al-Khayl,"
based exclusively on Abbasid philological and adab works and including a
compendium of hadiths of the Prophet on the merits of horses,52 with rather long
chains of authority which our anonymous author quotes. As al-Dimya≠t¸| wrote his
treatise in 688/1289, "Kita≠b Sharh˝ al-Maqa≠mah al-S˛ala≠h˝|yah" was, therefore,
composed sometime between the latter date and the death of Sunqur al-Ashqar in
691/1292.

The only worthy signed Mamluk treatise on horses belonging to the first
group is Ka≠shif al-Wayl f| Ma‘rifat al-Khayl, also known as Ka≠mil al-S˛ina≠‘atayn

51See below, note 101.
52It has been published by Muh˝ammad Ragh|b al-T˛abba≠kh (Aleppo, 1930) from a single copy in
Aleppo, al-Maktabah al-Rid˝a≠’|yah MS furu≠s|yah 801, now lost. A new edition was published in
Damascus (2001), allegedly based on a copy conserved in ‘Ayn Shams University Library (Egypt),
no reference number given. The most reliable copy, however, is that in Medina, ‘A±rif H˛ikmat
Library MS h˝ad|th 54, dated 688/1289. Another copy, dated 850/1446–47, is in the Bibliothèque
Nationale, MS 2816.
53Translated into French by Nicolas Perron, under the title Le nâcérî: la perfection des arts, ou,
Traité complet d'hippologie et d'hippiatrique arabes, par Abu≠ Bakr Ibn Bedr, 2 vols. (Paris,

f| al-Bayt¸arah wa-al-Zardaqah and as al-Na≠s˝ir|,53 by Abu≠ Bakr al-Bayt¸a≠r ibn Badr
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al-D|n, known as Ibn al-Mundhir, chief veterinary surgeon to Sultan al-Na≠s˝ir
Muh˝ammad Ibn Qala≠wu≠n during his third sultanate (709–41/1310/41). Although
the author drew heavily on Abbasid sources, especially on Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's
Treatise A (from which he borrowed much more than he intimated), his professional
experience ensured that his book was a genuine contribution. More than fifteen
copies have survived, including an autograph version.54

The anonymous "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah f| ‘Ilm al-Khuyu≠l|yah" is another valuable,
hitherto unknown work that needs to be noted. The author, who assumed the role
of a narrator, attributed the treatise to someone called al-‘Abba≠s| and claimed that
the latter copied it from sources pertaining to King Solomon (al-Malik Sulayma≠n
Ibn Da≠wu≠d). The treatise is largely based on Abbasid sources and some of these
are lost, hence the importance of this work. The text begins with a long introduction
relating the Arabo-Islamic version of the creation of the horse and its breeds,
which is the most detailed and complete account on this subject in furu≠s|yah
literature. The work is divided then into four parts and each part into several
sections. The first part deals with training and horse mastery; the second covers
training the obstinate horse; the third treats colors, markings, and characteristics
of the horse; and the fourth part is devoted to ailments and cures. Three copies of
this interesting treatise are extant.55

A good example of a Mamluk compilation treatise on horses (group two) is by
‘Umar ibn Rasla≠n ibn Nas˝r al-Bulq|n| (d. 805/1402), called "Qat¸r al-Sayl f| Amr
al-Khayl." It is an abridgment of al-Dimya≠ţ|'s Fad̋l al Khayl but with supplementary
material on hippology and equitation. At least six copies have been preserved.56

CAT. I (B): TREATISES ON ARCHERY

1852–60). It was edited by ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Daqqa≠q, Ka≠shif Hamm al-Wayl f| Ma‘rifat Amra≠d˝
al-Khayl: Le découvreur de l'importance des maux relativement à la connaissance des maladies
des chevaux, ou, La perfection des deux arts: Traité complet d'hippologie et d'hippiatrie connu
sous le nom de al-Na≠s˝iri (Beirut, 1991).
54Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 1956, dated 722/1322. Nine more copies deserve particular
mention: Topkapı Sarayı Library MSS Ahmet III 203, E.H. 1813, and E.H. 1817; Da≠r al-Kutub
al-Mis̋r|yah MSS 4 and 5 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r; Bibliothèque Nationale MSS 2813 and 2814; Baghdad,
Iraqi Museum Library MS 187; and Chester Beatty Library MS 3680.
55Bodleian Library MS Huntington 377; Süleymaniye Library MS „ehid ‘Al| Pa∑a 1550; Vienna
National Bibliothek MS 1474.
56Süleymaniye Library MSS „ehid ‘Al| Pa∑a 1549 and 2138; Iraqi Museum Library MS 17108;
Sohag (Suhaj), Egypt MS adab 559; ; ‘A±rif H̨ikmat Library MS h˝ad|th 57; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis̋r|yah
MS 214 funu≠n h̋arb|yah.

Archery was indubitably the most important and sophisticated discipline among
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furu≠s|yah arts and the keystone in the training of the Mamluk fa≠ris.57 Likewise,
archery treatises represent the richest branch in furu≠s|yah literature and the preserved
copies account for almost one third of the total number of extant furu≠s|yah
manuscripts of both categories. Furthermore, archery themes and texts constitute
an integral part of general furu≠s|yah treatises (Cat. II), and of such thematic
furu≠s|yah treatises as those concerning the art of war, arms and war machines, and
the chase (respectively Cat. I [e], [f], and [g]). All this makes knowledge of
Muslim archery and its literature indispensable for the comprehension of furu≠s|yah
arts and literature as a whole.

However, archery literature is a singularly thorny field of research. It was
subject more than any other branch of furu≠s|yah literature to manipulations and
falsification at the hands of booksellers, copyists, and unknowledgeable compilers.
Furthermore, because of its highly technical language, archery literature was
particularly exposed to copyists' errors and omissions. This phenomenon assumed
such amplitude in the Mamluk period that even learned and acknowledged
authors/archers like al-Akhm|m| showed reluctance to comment certain texts for
fear of misinterpretation.58

These and other problems and pitfalls characteristic of archery literature, in
conjunction with lack of research, may explain the total confusion reigning in
modern publications concerning medieval Muslim archery, its evolution, history,
historiography, and literature. It took many years of systematic research, during
which the main core of archery literature—all still in manuscript form—was
examined and collated, to clear up the picture. The following is a résumé of the
main axes of Mamluk and pre-Mamluk archery literature. Its understanding,
however, is innately connected with the evolution of archery techniques, the correct
identification of archery masters, their epoch and their schools, and the types of
bows used.

It should be emphasized that Arabo-Islamic archery as depicted in archery
treatises was exclusively based on the use of the composite bow. On the other
hand, all Arab philological works on bows,59 classical Arabic poetry, as well as
the entire corpus of hadith attributed to the Prophet Muh˝ammad on the merits of
archery,60 denote only the simple wooden hand bow. This was the traditional Arab

57For a detailed exposition of the training of the Mamluk fa≠ris in archery, see al-Sarraf, "L'archerie
mamluke," 3:750–869.
58Al-Akhm|m|, "H˛all al-Ishka≠l f| al-Ramy bi-al-Niba≠l," Bibliothèque Nationale MS Arabe 6259,
fols. 5v., 100r., 101r. Cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:41.
59See al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 113.
60The major source on this is al-Qarra≠b al-Sarakhs|'s Fada≠’il al-Ramy f| Sab|l Alla≠h. See above,
note 4.

bow and the only type of hand bow used by the Arabs in the pre- and proto-Islamic
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periods. Nearly all the nomenclature pertinent to the simple Arab bow was adopted
for the composite bow, which is referred to in archery treatises as qaws (bow)
without further distinction. This may induce confusion between the two types of
bows, especially when we know that archery treatises usually begin with the
relevant traditions (sunnah) on archery, followed by the nomenclature and types
of the simple bow as established by Abbasid philologists and coupled with the
appropriate verses of Arabic poetry. As the composite and simple bows differ
fundamentally, any confusion between them will render archery treatises totally
incomprehensible and will also deeply compromise our understanding of furu≠s|yah
arts and literature. Indeed, the essence of military furu≠s|yah and the whole Mamluk
institution was based on horse archery,61 which was totally subject to the employ
of the composite bow. Unless otherwise specified, all occurrences of the term
"bow" hereafter denote the composite bow.

Practically, all the basic archery texts were written during the first two centuries
of Abbasid rule. The authors were confirmed archers and their works were records
of their own experience and/or of the techniques of their respective schools of
archery (madha≠hib al-ramy). All these schools of archery emerged during the
period in question. The founders, who flourished in Iraq and Khurasan, were the
archery masters commonly referred to as a’immat al-ramy (imams of archery).
Their number is not the same in all treatises but the data concurs that there were
no more than ten principal figures and that the most prominent among these were
Abu≠ Ha≠shim al-Ba≠ward|, T̨a≠hir al-Balkh|, Ish̋a≠q al-Raffa≠’, Abu≠ al-H̨asan al-Ka≠ghad|,
and Abu≠ al-Fath̋ Sa‘|d Ibn Khaf|f al-Samarqand|. The latter, considered the greatest
master of his time and the last of the archery imams, was born in Baghdad in the
second half of the third/ninth century and gained prominence under the caliphs
al-Ra≠d˝| (322–29/934–40) and al-Mustakf| (333–34/944–46).62 His father Khaf|f
al-Samarqand| was one of the loyal and close ghilma≠n of the caliph al-Mu‘tad˝id
and the last of his chamberlains. Under this caliph, accredited for being a great

61On the interdependant relation between the mamluk institution and archery, especially from
horseback, see al-Sarraf , "L'archerie mamluke," 3:1055–81.
62See anonymous, Kita≠b al-‘Uyu≠n wa-al-H˛ada≠’iq f| Akhba≠r al-H˛aqa≠’iq, ed. ‘Umar Sa‘|d|
(Damascus, 1972–73), 1:316; 2:428, 442.
63Al-T˛abar|, Ta≠r|kh, 11:265; al-Zaynab|, "Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fol. 43v.; al-T˛arsu≠s|,
"Tabs˝irat Arba≠b al-Alba≠b," fol. 61r.–v.; al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l," fol. 36r.; al-S˛ughayyir,
"Kita≠b Ramy al- Nushsha≠b," Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2620, fol. 89r.
64A form of loose which gives the arrow greater power of penetration, suitable for war. Basically,
it consists of drawing the bow to a certain limit, followed by a very short pause and then by a full
draw executed with a snatch. Al-T˛arsu≠s|, "Al-Tabs˝irah," fols. 61r.–v.; Ibn Maymu≠n, "Al-Ifa≠dah
wa-al-Tabs˝|r," fols. 62r., 68v.; al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l," fol. 36r.; T˛aybugha≠, "Kita≠b al-Ramy

archer63 and the propagator of the technique of ikhtila≠s,64 Abbasid archery was at
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its apogee. As an army commander, al-Samarqand|'s madhhab in archery was
entirely military. He was the younger contemporary of Abu≠ al-H˛asan al-Ka≠ghad|,
who lived in Herat (now in Afghanistan) and devoted his life and fortune to gain
excellence in archery. His school, based on target archery, was civilian.

As for al-Ba≠ward|, al-Balkh| and al-Raffa≠’, they were the three celebrated
great masters consecrated in the late Ayyubid and Mamluk periods as the greatest
and true masters of archery (a’immat al-ramy al-kiba≠r). The consequences of this
consecration largely dictated the orientation and nature of archery literature in the
Mamluk period. The school of al-Ba≠ward|, who probably was still alive in the
first half of the second/eighth century, was the first in Islam. It was very close to
the old Sassanian school, which was principally based on foot archery. Al-Balkh|
lived in the second half of the second/eighth century; his school mainly represented
Abbasid Khurasani foot and horse archery. Ish˝a≠q al-Raffa≠’ flourished in Iraq in
the first half of the third/ninth century. His school was a genuine Abbasid
development and extremely important to our understanding of the evolution of
Muslim archery, especially in the Arab region, where it was adopted by the
majority of mounted and foot archers during the Abbasid and Mamluk periods.
The school of al-Raffa≠’ was often described as the Median School (madhhab
al-wasaţ) for having allegedly taken a median position in terms of archery techniques
between the schools of al-Ba≠ward| and al-Balkh|. However, its real importance
lies in its contribution to the standardization of archery techniques implied by the
systemization of the Abbasid military training program, which inevitably led to
the standardization of the war bow and consequently allowed its production in
large quantities. This development reached considerable dimensions in Ayyubid
Syria when Damascus became the largest center for manufacturing war bows in
the Islamic world.65

The foremost authority on the schools of al-Ba≠ward|, al-Balkh|, and al-Raffa≠’,
and the key figure in Muslim archery literature as a whole, is Abu≠ Muh˝ammad
‘Abd al-Rah̋ma≠n Ah̋mad al-T̨abar|, who was Ibn Akh| H̨iza≠m's older contemporary.
Not much is known about him except that he was a devoted archer who traveled
in Khurasan and Iraq seeking perfection in this art, and that he was trained in the
technique of each one of the three masters by their respective disciples and then
formed his own synthesis of their techniques. He expounded their methods, as
well as his own eclectic approach, in a book entitled "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝ f| al-Ramy."
This became the most popular and widely used archery treatise in the Mamluk
period, when al-T˛abar|, referred to as the "founder of the eclectic school" (s˝a≠h˝ib

wa-al-Ruku≠b," fol. 37r.; al-S˛ughayyir, "Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," fols. 80r., 89r.–90v.
65See al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 2:498–506.

madhhab al-ikhtya≠r), was implicitly consecrated as the fourth imam of archery.
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"Kita≠b al-Wa≠d̋ih̋" is an essential treatise not only in understanding and assessing
Mamluk archery literature, but also Mamluk archery as a whole. In the Ayyubid
period when the massive production of war bows in Damascus was standardized
into three types, certain Syrian authors and archers introduced the idea that the
practices of the great masters represented three somatic categories, tall (Abu≠
Ha≠shim al-Ba≠ward|); medium (Ish˝a≠q al-Raffa≠’); and short (T˛a≠hir al-Balkh|). This
categorization, which probably played an important role in legitimizing the
consecration of the three masters during that period, was too constricting, as a
bow made for a tall man and the techniques for using it were not necessarily
unsuitable for a man of medium or short proportions. Al-T̨abar|'s eclectic method
provided a practical alternative and was a stabilizing influence and safety valve
against rigid classification.66

Most of the ten copies of "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" that have reached us67 bear only the
nisbah of its author, al-T˛abar|, preceded by such attributes as shaykh, usta≠dh,
and/or ‘alla≠mah. This created a grievous misconception regarding the identity of
the author, who was grossly confused in modern bibliographical essays with
Ah̋mad ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h Muh̋ibb al-D|n al-T̨abar| (615–94/1218–95), the well-known
shaykh al-h˝aram of Mecca,68 whose works and activities are fully documented by
Mamluk sources.69 The persistence of this flagrant error, accepted without further

66Ibid., 2:494–506, 524–33; 3:722–40, 773–74, n. 42.
67British Library MSS Or. 9454, 9265/2, fols. 55r.–96r., and 3134; Bayezit Public Library MSS
Veliyüddin Efendi 3175, 3177; Nuruosmaniye Mosque Library MS 4098; Topkapı Sarayı MS
Revan Köskü 1933/2; Bodleian Library MS 396; Cairo, al-Azhar Library MS 6 abazah 7275;
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS Ahlwardt 5539.
68W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichniss der arabischen Handshriften de Königlichen bibliothek zu Berlin
(1887–99, nos. 5540 and 5550) was the first to confuse the author of "Al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" with shaykh
al-h̋aram Muh̋ibb al-D|n al-T̨abar|; he was followed by Ritter, "La Parure," 136, and Brockelmann,
Geschichte der arabischen Literatur (Leiden, 1937–49), 906. The copies of "Al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" available
to Ahlwardt, Ritter, Brockelmann, and even to H̨a≠jj| Khal|fah (Kashf al-Z̨unu≠n ‘an Asa≠m| al-Kutub
wa-al-Funu≠n [Istanbul, 1941–43], 2:1995) bore only the nisbah of the author: al-T˛abar|. In his
Talkh|s˝ Rasa≠’il al-Ruma≠h (Istanbul, 1263), written in Turkish for Sultan Mah˝mu≠d II (1809–39),
the Ottoman archer Mus˝t¸afá Ka≠n| Qahwaç| Ba≠sh| identified the author of "Al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" with the
historian Abu≠ Ja‘far Muh˝ammad Ibn Jar|r al-T˛abar| (d. 310/923). This sort of confusion was
probably very old and may go back to the early fourth/tenth century, cf. Ya≠qu≠t al-H˛amaw|,
Mu‘jam al-Udaba≠’, ed. D. S. Margoliouth (Cairo, 1923–30), 6:453. The correct and full name of
‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar| figures in a number of furu≠s|yah treatises. Cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie
mamluke," 1:70–76, 166, n. 97.
69See for example al-Dhahab|, Kita≠b al-‘Ibar f| Khabar Man Ghabar, ed. S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n al-Munajjid
and Fu’a≠d Sayyid (Kuwait, 1960–66), 5:238; Ibn Taghr|bird|, Al-Manhal al-S˛a≠f|, 1:342–48; cf.
Ibn al-‘Ima≠d, Shadhara≠t al-Dhahab f| Akhba≠r Man Dhahab (Cairo, 1931–32), 5:8.

verification by modern scholars from the end of the nineteenth century till now,
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attests to the deplorable state of research in furu≠s|yah literature and particularly in
archery literature, where al-T˛abar| undoubtedly represents the key element par
excellence in our understanding of it.

Furthermore, contrary to what is generally believed, "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" was not
the only archery treatise written by ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar| and in terms of
thoroughness, it was not the most important one. His definitive work is "Kita≠b
al-Sha≠mil f| al-Ramy," which represents the oldest surviving comprehensive archery
treatise and probably the first of its kind in archery literature. It mainly deals with
military archery and covers, inter alia, the types of bows, cords, arrows, thumb-rings,
training the novice, shooting at the birja≠s,70 faults and injuries to which the archer
is exposed, bracing the bow, hints for archers in time of war, shooting at and from
a fortress, etc. "Kita≠b al-Sha≠mil," of which I have found so far only one copy,71

became a major source for subsequent furu≠s|yah treatises of both categories starting
with Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B. Other works by al-T˛abar|, still untraceable,
include "Kita≠b Nuzhat al-Qulu≠b," "Kita≠b al-Kanz," and "Kita≠b Ja≠mi‘ al-Asra≠r."72

The work of Rukn al-D|n Jamsh|d al-Khwa≠razm| was also an important
third/ninth century Abbasid source of Mamluk archery literature. The long quotations
which certain Mamluk authors give from his treatise made it clear that Jamsh|d
was a major source for the Mamluks on the great masters and on al-T˛abar|, in
particular, with whom he was a contemporary.73 This information is confirmed by
Jamsh|d in a small but important treatise ascribed to him of which one copy only
is extant.74 In this treatise, probably a much abridged version of his main, untraceable
treatise, Jamsh|d mentions that his work was seen and verified by the great Iraqi
archer Abu≠ Bakr Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az|z Ibn Julham al-Baghda≠d|, to whom no archery
treatise is attributed. Another Abbasid source for Mamluk archery literature is the
work of Muh˝ammad Ibn Yu≠suf al-Akhba≠r| (third/ninth century) entitled "Al-Id˝a≠h˝
f| ‘Ilm al-Ramy" which has survived in one copy.75 Mamluk writers also drew on

70For the different meanings and functions of birja≠s (pl. bara≠jis and barja≠sa≠t) in furu≠s|yah
literature see al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 3:751–53.
71British Library MS 9265/1, fols. 1r.–55r. This manuscript, of which the first pages are wanting,
is not recorded in the printed catalogue.
72See al-S˛ughayyir "Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," fols. 12v., 23r., 42r., 53r., 66r., 68r., 85v., 90r.,
91v.
73Al-S˛ughayyir, "Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," fols. 48v. ff., 84v. ff.; T˛aybugha≠, "Kita≠b al-Ramy,"
fol. 65r.–v.; al-Sinja≠r|, "Hida≠yat al-Ramy," fols. 14v., 16r.–v., 18r.–v., 21v., 22v.
74British Library MS Or 3631, fols. 279v.–293r., with the author's name given as Jamsha≠r, instead
of Jamsh|d.
75Nuruosmaniye Mosque Library MS 4098/2.

the now lost works of Abu≠ Bakr al-Warra≠q, Abu≠ Mu≠sá al-H˛arra≠n| al-Sarakhs|,
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Ah˝mad al-Suhraward|, Abu≠ Ja‘far Muh˝ammad al-Haraw|, and ‘Al| al-Daqqa≠q,76

all of them ranked as great archers.
The advent of the Buwayhids in Iraq and the Fatimids in Egypt contributed to

the decline in the region of military archery, and horse archery in particular.
Neither the Daylami troops of the former nor the Berbers of the latter used this
arm. The recourse of both dynasties, especially the Buwayhids, to Turkish horse-
archers did not stop this decline. Only when the Saljuqs swept over the region
with their Turkoman horse-archers did archery come back with force. Interest in
archery literature was greatly revived, old Abbasid texts were reproduced and new
ones were written. This time, the Syrian archers, who were already bearing the
brunt of the Crusaders thrust, took the initiative. This also coincided with the
efflorescence of bow manufacturing in Damascus and the birth of the famous
Damascus war bow under the Burids.77 Three contributions in the form of didactic
poems are representative of this new spirit. The first one, a short and almost
riddle-like poem on the fundamentals of archery intended for knowledgeable archers,
is "Al-Qas˝|dah al-La≠m|yah f| al-Ramy" by S˛a≠lih˝ al-Shaghu≠r| who, on behalf of
the Damascene archers, took it to Egypt in 553/1158 to challenge the Cairene
archers and test their knowledge. It was commented by an Egyptian archer named
Abu≠ al-H˛asan ‘Al| ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h ibn Nab|l in a treatise entitled "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm
al-Rima≠yah bi-al-Nushsha≠b wa-Us˝ulihi wa-Madha≠hibih" of which one copy is
preserved.78 The second contribution is an anonymous and untitled urju≠zah on the
fundamentals of archery and the schools of the three great masters, including
important information on the main prototypes of war bows known in the region
since the advent of the Abbasids. This fine urju≠zah was commented at the end of
the ninth/fifteenth century by al-Akhm|m| (see "H̨all al-Ishka≠l" below).

The third didactic poem was written and commented by H˛usayn Ibn ‘Abd
al-Rah˝ma≠n al-Yu≠n|n|79 (d. 650/1252), who claimed to be the rightful heir of the
bygone masters. While this claim may be questionable, al-Yu≠n|n| was certainly
one of the greatest archers of his time. His work, entitled "Al-Niha≠yah f| ‘Ilm
al-Rima≠yah," represents the most important archery treatise written in Ayyubid
Syria, and is a precious link in our understanding of the evolution of archery
techniques and literature. Like all archery treatises written after the period of the

76Al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:149–51.
77Ibid., 2:497–98.
78Köprülü Mehmed Pa∑a Library MS 470.
79He was also called al-Yuna≠n|. Both nisbahs are correct in denoting Yu≠n|n or Yuna≠n, a village
near Baalabak (Baalbek) in Lebanon. See al-Dhahab|, Kita≠b al-‘Ibar,  5:248, n. 1; al-Baghda≠d|,
Mara≠s̋id al-Iţţila≠’, 3:1488.

great masters, "Al-Niha≠yah" is essentially based on early Abbasid texts and deals
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with the fundamentals of archery as established by the masters. But it contains
extremely valuable information on contemporary practices and equipment.
Furthermore, it was al-Yu≠n|n| who first introduced the notion that the schools of
the three great masters were influenced by their physical characteristics. This
notion, though unsupported, was widely accepted by Mamluk archers and authors,
as "Al-Niha≠yah" became one of the standard sources of Mamluk archery literature.
At least nine copies exist, including an imperfect autograph version.80

Sometime in the second half of the seventh/thirteenth century or early
eighth/fourteenth century, two important archery treatises, greatly appreciated by
Mamluk authors and archers, appeared in the Maghrib. This was exceptional and
unprecedented as the crossbow, not the hand bow, usually predominated in that
region. In fact, it was to challenge this trend and to promote the cause of the
composite hand bow and the relevant oriental traditions that these treatises were
avowedly and expressly written. The first one is "Kita≠b al-Bada≠’|‘ wa-al-Asra≠r f|
H˛aq|qat al-Radd wa-al-Intis˝a≠r wa-Gha≠mid˝ Ma≠ Ijtama‘at ‘alayhi al-Ruma≠h f| al-
Ams˝a≠r" by Abu≠ Bakr Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al| ibn As˝bagh al-Haraw|, who severely
criticized his Andalusian compatriots for preferring the crossbow to the hand bow.
His treatise gives a penetrating and unique exposé on the merits and superiority of
the hand bow to the crossbow and the defects of the latter in the open battlefield.
The treatise also includes important information on contemporary practices relevant
to archery and warfare in Muslim Spain. Three copies have survived.81

The other treatise is by the Moroccan archer Abu≠ Muh˝ammad Jama≠l al-D|n
‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn Maymu≠n al-Murra≠kish|,82 who wrote "Al-Ifa≠dah wa-al-Tabs̋|r li-Kull
Ra≠min Mubtadi’ aw Ma≠hir Nah˝r|r bi-al-Sahm al-T˛aw|l wa-al-Qas˝|r," which is
absolutely one of the best comprehensive treatises in archery literature and probably
the most complete. In fact, "Al-Ifa≠dah," written as a manual for both the beginner
and the expert archer, represents a concise and intelligible encyclopedia on archery
covering a wide range of subjects that were never previously united in any one

80Damascus, Assad National Library MS 22 Zayyat, al-adab|ya≠t al-manz˛u≠mah (originally in
al-Z˛a≠hir|yah Library), autograph; Ayasofya Library MSS 2952 and 4051; Manisa (Maghnisa),
Turkey, General Library MS 1145/3, fols. 21v.–130v.; Tire, Turkey, Necip Pa∑a Library MS
333/3, fols. 212v.–279r.; Chester Beatty Library MS 3158/1, fols. 1r.–62v.; Alexandria, Maktabat
al-Balad|yah MS 81 funu≠n h̋arb|yah; Leiden University Library MS 1416; Gotha, Landesbibliothek
MS 1340.
81Bodleian Library MS Marsh 304; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS 5538; Rabat, Maktabat al-
Khiza≠nah al-‘A±mmah MS 32/1q.
82There is evidence that archery flourished in Morocco before the sixth/twelfth century and that a
school, perhaps as important as the two traditional ones in Iraq and Syria, existed there (al-Sarraf,
"L'archerie mamluke," 2:82–83).

single comprehensive archery treatise. Ibn Maymu≠n drew on al-T˛abar|'s works,
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especially "Kita≠b al-Sha≠mil," and on many other Abbasid treatises, some of which
are lost. The "Ifa≠dah" was particularly esteemed in the Mamluk period, and Ibn
Mangl| emphatically advises his fellow troopers to use it as a major reference.83

An earlier treatise by Ibn Maymu≠n, entitled "Kifa≠yat al-Muqtas̋id al-Bas̋|r f| al-Ramy
‘an al-Qaws al-‘Arab|yah bi-al-Sahm al-T˛aw|l wa-al-Qas˝|r," was more condensed
and also known in the Mamluk period, but is not extant. Four copies of the
"Ifa≠dah" have been preserved.84

The Mamluks did not produce any worthwhile treatises on archery until the
end of the Bahri period, contenting themselves with the reproduction of the pre-
Mamluk archery literature. For example, the important chapter on archery in
al-Aqsara≠’|'s "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l," written during the third sultanate of Sultan al-Na≠s˝ir
Ibn Qala≠wu≠n, is based entirely on pre-Mamluk sources (see below, Cat. II). The
author defends this by saying that after the old masters no contributions had been
made to this field.85 Ibn Mangl|'s main sources for archery in his various furu≠s|yah
treatises, written under the sultan al-Ashraf Sha‘ba≠n (764–78/1363–76), were Ibn
Maymu≠n's "Al-Ifa≠dah" and al-T˛abar|'s works. Both Ibn Mangl| and al-Aqsara≠’|
deplored the state of archery under the sultanate,86 which had started to deteriorate
during the third sultanate of al-Na≠s˝ir,87 and only worsened during the successive
reigns of his sons.

A timid revival of archery and furu≠s|yah in general took place under al-Ashraf
Sha‘ba≠n, bringing forth several relevant works, including a didactic poem on
archery titled "Ghunyat (or Bughyat) al-Mura≠m| (or al-Mara≠m|) wa-Gha≠yat al-
Mara≠m (or al-Mura≠m) lil-Mu‘a≠n|." It was written and commented by a Syrian

83Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fol. 56r.
84Köprülü Mehmed Pa∑a Library MSS 1212, 1213 (verified [qubilat ] 759/1357–58), both of the
second half of the fourth century; Chester Beatty Library MS 5144; Princeton University Library
MS 793, catalogued as an anonymous sixteenth-century "Kita≠b f| Baya≠n Fad˝l al-Qaws wa-al-Sahm
wa-Aws˝a≠fihima≠." This last copy, presumed until now unique, was in fact translated with many
errors into English under the title Arab Archery (Princeton 1945) by Nabih Amin Faris and Robert
Potter Elmer. They remained unaware of the fact that they had actually translated a basic work on
Muslim archery and not, as they believed, an anonymous sixteenth-century work, a mistake which
was unfortunately readily adopted by modern scholarship. See al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke,"
1:89–90.
85Al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l", fol. 37v.
86Ibid., fol. 41v., Ibn Mangl|,  "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fol. 32r.; cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie
mamluke," 3:942, n. 3.
87On the causes for this decline and that of furu≠s|yah in general and the sultan's role in it, see
al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 3:877–82, 922–33.
88A version of this work has been translated into English with a commentary by J. D. Latham and

instructor of archery (usta≠dh) called T˛aybugha≠ al-Baklam|sh| al-Yuna≠n|.88 This
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was the first true Mamluk treatise on archery.
Still borrowing heavily from pre-Mamluk sources, such as the works of ‘Abd

al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar|, al-Yu≠n|n|, and Ibn Maymu≠n (all unacknowledged),
T˛aybugha≠'s main contribution, unique in archery literature, lies in the few pages
he devoted to the technique of shooting from horseback, and the measurements
and descriptions he gave of the Mamluk war bow, the Damascene bow.89 He also
provides important information on crossbows and arrow guides. The relative
thoroughness of his work, its simplicity, usefulness, and the vacuum it filled made
it quite popular in the Circassian period as attested by the attention it was accorded
and by the many, although variously titled, copies which have survived.90

The main Mamluk contribution to the literature on archery comes from the
Circassian period. Especially significant was Na≠s˝ir al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al|
ibn Qutlubeg ibn al-‘Ala≠’ al-Qa≠za≠n| (d. 858/1454), better known as Muh˝ammad
Ibn ‘Al| al-S˛ughayyir. He was also called "al-Mu‘allim," being a great authority
on archery, and because he was the chief archery instructor of the royal Mamluks
in the t¸iba≠q during the reigns of Sultan Mu’ayyad Shaykh (815–24/1412–21) and
his successors up to the reign of his friend Sultan Jaqmaq (842–57/1438–53). He
was then appointed governor of Damietta (Dimya≠t¸).91 He is the only author of
works in this group about whom the sources furnish information. During his long
life, many considered him the greatest authority on the theory and practice of

W. F. Paterson under the title Saracen Archery (London, 1970); cf. al-Sarraf "L'archerie mamluke,"
1:125–29. On the term usta≠dh in Mamluk archery, see al-Sarraf "L'archerie mamluke," 1:49.
T˛aybugha≠ was still active in the first two decades of the ninth/fifteenth century; this can be
inferred from al-S˛ughayyir's "Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," composed in 822/1419, where his name
is mentioned frequently (fols. 6r.–v., 7v., 9r., 14r., 15v., 18v., 22r., 27v., 28r., 48v., 53v., 54r.,
65r., 75r., 76r., 77r., 79v., 91r., 93v., 94r.). It has been suggested (Ritter,"La Parure," 137) that
T̨aybugha≠ could have been T̨aybugha≠ Ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h al-Ashraf|, reported by Ibn H̨ajar al-‘Asqala≠n|
in "Inba≠’ al-Ghumr" (Bodleian Library MS Huntington 123, fol. 129r.) to have died in prison in
Aleppo in 797/1395. This unlikely identification has been generally accepted by modern scholars.
89Al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:90–93, 2:506–20, 3:813 ff.
90For example; "Ghunyat al-T̨ulla≠b f| Ma‘rifat Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," "Bughyat al-Mura≠m| wa-gha≠yat
al-Ghara≠m| f| Ramy al-Siha≠m|," "Bughyat al-Mura≠m| wa-Gha≠yat al-Mara≠m| lil-Mu‘a≠n|," "Al-Jiha≠d
wa-al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Funu≠n al A±da≠b al-H˛arb|yah," and "Al-Ramy wa-al-Ruku≠b." More than twenty
copies of T˛aybugha≠'s work exist. On the fifteen copies known to Latham and Paterson see
Saracen Archery, 195–96 (titles not indicated); in addition, see Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MSS 1m
funu≠n h˝arb|yah (catalogued as anonymous) and 3m/2 (fols. 61v.–107v.); Suhaj Library MS 6
s˝ina≠‘ah; Aleppo, al-Maktabah al-Rid˝a≠’|yah MS 802 furu≠s|yah; Iraqi Museum Library MS
9405/‘Aza≠w|.
91For further information, see al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:44–49, 899 ff.
92Al-Sakha≠w|, Al-D̨aw’ al-La≠mi‘, 7:203; Ibn Taghr|bird|, Al-Nuju≠m al-Za≠hirah, ed. William Popper
(Berkeley, 1909– ), vol. 7 pt. 2:577; Ibn Iya≠s, Bada≠’i‘ al-Zuhu≠r, 2:321. Al-S˛ughayyir was more

archery.92 This praise is totally justified, for he is certainly the most important
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Mamluk authority in this field and one of the great names in Islamic archery
literature in general.93 While he was still a young disciple of usta≠dh Lu’lu’ al-A‘azz,
al-S˛ughayyir made his first contribution to archery literature. He wrote a short and
learned commentary on "Al-Qas˝|dah al-La≠m|yah" by S˛a≠lih˝ al-Shaghu≠r| (above).
At least two copies have survived.94 Many years later, when he was in his forties
and fifties, he composed several specialized books on archery, but only one of
these has survived, in two copies bearing different titles, one of them an autograph,
"Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b al-Mukhtas˝ar al-Muh˝arrar," dated 822/1419.95 Although
the treatise deals only with the bow and its accessories and the fundamentals of
archery, the treatment of these subjects is so extensive and profound that it stands
unparalleled in the entire extant archery literature. In fact, this monument, which
includes many directions and hints for archery instructors, was not written for
beginners—for whom the author promised to write a simplified version—but for
experienced and learned archers who could understand and appreciate a critical
analysis of some of the teachings of the pre-Mamluk masters. Al-S˛ughayyir cited
and discussed an imposing number of Abbasid archery sources, all acknowledged,
including the works of ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar|, Abu≠ Bakr al-Warra≠q, Jamsh|d
al-Khwa≠razm|, Abu≠ Mu≠sá al-Sarakhs|, Ah̋mad al-Suhraward|, Abu≠ Ja‘far al-Haraw|,
‘Al| al-Daqqa≠q, and two anonymous and apocryphal treatises attributed to the
Sassanid king Bahra≠m Ghu≠r. The sole Mamluk work mentioned is T˛aybugha≠'s
"Ghunyat al-Mara≠m|," which al-S˛ughayyir quoted many times, though often for
the purpose of highlighting the errors of its author, T̨aybugha≠, who is even described
in one occasion as unworthy of the title usta≠dh.96 Al-S˛ughayyir's work has also a
remarkable social and historical dimension, which is generally lacking in other
archery treatises. It provides, for example, important and unique contemporary

than eighty years old when he died.
93Cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:142ff.
94Bibliothèque Nationale MS 6640/3, fols. 19r.–25r., entitled "Kita≠b Qas˝|dat al-La≠m|yah al-
Mushtamilah ‘alá Us˝u≠l al-Ramy wa-Furu≠‘ihi wa-Ma Yadullu ‘alayhi min Ma‘rifat Shara≠’it¸ih,"
dated 799/1397; and Chester Beatty Library MS 3158/3, fols. 79v.–83r., entitled "Sharh˝ Naz˝m
S˛a≠lih˝ al-Shaghu≠r| f| al-Ramy" (transcribed in the seventeenth century and incorrectly attributed to
‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar|). The author did not mention this work in his own "Kita≠b al-Nushsha≠b,"
where he did list two even more elaborated works, "Kashf al-Sirr al-Khaf| li-Muh˝ammad Ibn ‘Al|
al-H˛anaf|" and "Al-Masa≠’il al-Qu≠s˝|yah," which he had composed in Qu≠s˝ in Upper Egypt (fols.
17v., 56v., 57r.; al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:147).
95Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2620.
96At least part of this criticism, which is sometimes excessive and not always justified, is due to
the strong rivalry that existed between the Egyptian and Syrian archers; cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie
mamluke," 1:145 ff.

information on the practices and functions of archers' guilds in Cairo and on the
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preponderant role of Syrian archers in this domain. The margins of this autograph
often bear additional notes and comments by the author who at times seems
submerged in the overflow of his vast erudition. The second extant copy of
al-S̨ughayyir's work bears the title "Al-Hida≠yah f| ‘Ilm al-Rima≠yah"97 and is slightly
different from the autograph in the disposition of its contents. This copy is
particularly important because it was transcribed in 845/1441 by Muh˝ammad ibn
Muh˝ammad al-Pahlawa≠n, who was himself an instructor of archery and one of the
great archers of his time. Most significantly, al-Pahlawa≠n, who personally knew
al-S˛ughayyir and had great respect for him, preserved the margin-notes and
comments of the latter and added many more of his own. Consequently, "Al-Hida≠yah"
is not merely a copy of "Kita≠b al-Ramy" but rather a stand-alone treatise and an
invaluable document on Mamluk archery. Because of their specialized nature,
al-S˛ughayyir's works never attained the popularity of T̨aybugha≠'s treatise.

Of the long list of lesser works in this group the following treatises deserve
special mention: "Al-Urju≠zah al-H˛alab|yah f| Ramy al-Siha≠m ‘an al-Qis|
al-‘Arab|yah," a poem of 400 verses of which one copy is extant, composed by
Abu≠ Bakr al-Ram| al-H̨alab|, known as al-Minqa≠r (d. 890/1485),98 and al-Akhm|m|'s
"H˛all al-Ishka≠l f| al-Ramy bi-al-Niba≠l," a late ninth-/fifteenth-century commentary
on the anonymous sixth-/twelfth-century urju≠zah, see above. Three copies are
known.99

Among the very good compilation treatises of the second group is an autograph
dated 855/1451 written for Sultan Jaqmaq by al-H̨asan Ibn Muh̋ammad Ibn ‘Aysu≠n
al-H˛anaf| al-Sinja≠r|, "Hida≠yat al-Ra≠m| ilá al-Aghra≠d˝ wa-al-Mara≠m|."100 It is a very
clear résumé of Muslim archery with some very important information on pre-
Mamluk archery. The treatises "Ghars al-Ansha≠b f| al-Ramy bi-al-Nushsha≠b" by
al-Suyu≠t¸| and "Al-Qawl al-Ta≠mm f| Fad˝l al-Ramy bi-al-Siha≠m" by al-Sakha≠w| are

97Bodleian Library MS Huntington 548.
98Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS 5540
99Bibliothèque Nationale MS Arabe 6259, dated 913/1507–8 (transcribed from an autograph
manuscript); Ayasofya Library MS 3845, dated 895/1489–90; Princeton University Library MS
Yahudah ELS 3954/1, fols. 1v.–91r.
100Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2305.
101Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2325; British Library MS Or. 12830; Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin MS 5540. This treatise is the only one that includes passages from "Awthaq al-Asba≠b f|
al-Ramy bi-al-Nushsha≠b" by ‘Izz al-D|n Ibn Jama≠‘ah (al-Suyu≠t¸|,"Ghars," fols. 15r.–22r.). A hasty
reading of Ritter ("La Parure," 143), led ‘Awwa≠d (Mas˝a≠dir al-Tura≠th, 107) to conclude that the
manuscript in the Topkapı Sarayı library is the work of Ibn Jama≠‘ah himself. The same manuscript
(fols. 22r.–30r.) includes the entire text of "Al-Maqa≠mah al-Qaws|yah" ("Al-Risa≠lah al-qaws|yah,"
according to H˛a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z˛unu≠n, 1:884) by Isma≠‘|l Ibn Jama≠l al-D|n al-Isbaha≠n|

also worthy of consideration. At least three copies of the former exist;101 of the
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latter we have an autograph dated 875/1470–71.102 There is only one Mamluk-
Kipchak archery treatise, entitled "Al-Khula≠s˝ah," or "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm al-Nushsha≠b."
It was composed and translated for Tolu Beg (see above) by an anonymous
compiler basically from "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" of ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n al-T˛abar|. Two
copies are known.103

CAT. I (C): THE ARTS OF THE LANCE

The arts of the lance can be divided roughly into four parts: firstly, training the
fa≠ris in handling the lance, types of lance charges and thrusts, and the techniques
of lance combat under different situations. Secondly, the bunu≠d (sing. band): each
band comprises a set combination of movements performed solo by the horse
lancer while he is in motion, and as if he is in the mêlée of a battle. The band is
based on two essential movements: thrusting and parrying, which are executed in
four directions, front, rear, left, and right, but with various angles. Thirdly, al-
mana≠s˝ib al-h̋arb|yah, which denotes the technique of fencing with the lance where
two horse lancers are engaged in simulated combat. And fourthly, al-maya≠d|n or
al-mawa≠din (sing. mayda≠n, and by extension the exercise itself): this is the technique
of collective simulated combat between two teams of lancers executed according
to a traced course.104

The main source for the Mamluks on lance training, types of charges, and
thrusts was Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B. It was also one of the principal sources
on the techniques of lance combat under different situations. Although other
sources remain unidentified, two late Abbasid masters are mentioned in this
connection, particularly in relation to al-mana≠s˝ib al-h˝arb|yah: Muh˝ammad Ibn

(sixth/twelfth century). Al-Suyu≠t¸|'s treatise is thus the most trustworthy source on this maqa≠mah,
two of the three surviving copies of which are later than his work and probably transcribed from
it: Istanbul, Süleymaniye Library MS H˛am|diye 1447, fols. 114v.–116r.; Ayasofya Library MS
2983; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS adab 3901.
102Princeton University Library MS Yahudah 3551; ‘Awwa≠d, Mas˝a≠dir al-Tura≠th, 2:271, gave the
wrong reference number. Three more copies are known, one of them Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah
MS 2m funu≠n h̋arb|yah.
103Bayezit Library MS Veliyüddin 3176, and Bibliothèque Nationale MS Suppl. Turc 197. See
Eckmann, "The Mamluk-Kipchak Literature," 317–19.
104In modern research bunu≠d and al-mana≠s˝ib al-h˝arb|yah are generally described in vague and
laconic terms like "exercises, maneuvers, and movements." Al-maya≠d|n are generally described as
parades. The only serious effort to define and explain these terms was made by Mercier in La
Parure des cavaliers, 389–93, but his limited sources and failure to dissociate his approach from
European references greatly limited the value of his explanations. The definitions given here have
been derived from an overall reading of the pertinent furu≠s|yah treatises.
105See for example "Kita≠b al-Makhzu≠n li-Arba≠b al-Funu≠n," fol. 38r.–v.; (pseudo) Najm al-D|n

al-Shayd˝am| and Ibra≠h|m Ibn Salla≠m.105 There are no extant pre-Mamluk sources
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for the bunu≠d. The evidence shows that the Mamluks inherited 150 band from the
Abbasids and that the most eminent pre-Mamluk authority in this domain was the
Iraqi lance master Ust¸á Ba≠riq al-Ramma≠h˝ al-Baghda≠d|,106 who flourished in the
first half of the seventh/thirteenth century. There are no surviving pre-Mamluk
sources for the maya≠d|n. The monumental cloverleaf mayda≠n discovered in
Samarra107 and Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B108 make it clear that the origin of this
art was also Abbasid. Mamluk treatises drawing on a lost Abbasid source also
mention that collective and individual lance combats had been performed before
al-Mu‘tas˝im and al-Mu‘tad˝id and furthermore that the stable master of the latter,
Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, used to participate.109

No matter how important the Abbasid legacy was, it is in this field that the
Mamluks showed genuine creativity and that their contribution to furu≠s|yah is
most apparent. The credit for this goes almost entirely to the Syrian lance masters
and particularly to the celebrated Syrian lance master Najm al-D|n al-Ah˝dab
al-Ramma≠h˝ (636–95/1238 or 39–1296), who made innovations in three of the four
categories. His fame rests principally, however, on the 72 bunu≠d that he condensed
out of the 150 band inherited from the Abbasids.

Al-Ah˝dab's marked influence on Mamluk furu≠s|yah literature persisted
throughout the Mamluk period. This is clearly attested by the many extant
manuscripts containing his bunu≠d and mana≠s˝ib. Most of these treatises belong to
Category II (general furu≠s|yah treatises) and many of them could be rated as
vulgar furu≠s|yah literature (group three). Copyists and anonymous compilers
clumsily crafted lengthy treatises to envelop his very thin bunu≠d and mana≠s˝ib. By
crediting al-Ah˝dab with the authorship of these treatises, the false impression was

al-Ah˝dab,"Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah," fol. 16r.–v.
106See for example, Baktu≠t al-Ramma≠h˝, "Kita≠b f| ‘Ilm al-Furu≠s|yah," fol. 6r.
107On this mayda≠n, see Ahmed Sousa, Rayy Sa≠marra≠’ f| ‘Ahd al-Khila≠fah al-‘Abba≠s|yah (Baghdad,
1948–49), 1:116–22; Ernst Herzfeld, Geschichte der Stadt Samarra (Hamburg, 1948), pls. xxiiib,
xxiv; Alastair Northedge, "Siba≠q al-Khayl wa-Maya≠d|nihi f| Sa≠marra≠’," in Furu≠s|yah, ed. al-Sarraf,
1:91–97 and editor's note (u).
108See Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, "Al-Kama≠l f| al-Furu≠s|yah," fols. 21v., 41r.–v.
109See (pseudo) Najm al-D|n al-Ah˝dab, "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah," fol. 16r.
110The titles of the manuscripts attributed to al-Ah˝dab ("al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Mana≠s˝ib al-H˛arb|yah";
"Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Jiha≠d wa-Ma A‘adda Alla≠h lil-Muja≠hid|n min al-‘Iba≠d"; "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah
wa-al-Jiha≠d [f| Sab|l Alla≠h]"; "Kita≠b al-Bunu≠d f| Ma‘rifat al-Furu≠s|yah," etc.) are all later additions
contrived by anonymous compilers or even drawn from the prefaces of manuscripts by modern
bibliographers and archivists. Moreover, these titles do not necessarily belong to different treatises,
just as manuscripts bearing the same title are not always identical. The following list of manuscripts
ascribed to al-Ah˝dab is not exhaustive and should be viewed with reserve: Mecca, Maktabat
al-H˛aram al-Makk| al-Shar|f MS 50 ta≠r|kh; Bibliothèque Nationale MSS 2825, 2829; Topkapı

created that he had written several.110 Even the bunu≠d ascribed to him are only
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dubious versions of those found in his "Kita≠b al-Bunu≠d," which never reached us
as an independent treatise. Al-Aqsara≠’|, a Damascene himself and al-Ah˝dab's
younger contemporary, as well as a disciple of his disciple (‘Izz al-D|n al-Ramma≠h̋),
could not find a definitive copy of "Kita≠b al-Bunu≠d"; he included four different
versions in his own "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l." He commented that these varying versions
were useful,111 implying that they reflect not copyists' manipulations but rather
different original versions by the author. This comment casts strong doubt on the
existence of a main "Kita≠b al-Bunu≠d" and suggests two possibilities: (1) that
al-Ah˝dab wrote different versions during his career as a lance master, or (2) that
he never wrote a treatise at all but that at different times his bunu≠d were recorded
by his followers, on their own initiative, or from dictation by him. The second
possibility is more in keeping with the traditions of the period and can be inferred
from al-Aqsara≠’|, as well as other writers.112 The transmission and development of
lance bunu≠d by followers of a master can explain the absence of signed treatises
by those who are known to have created new bunu≠d, for example, al-Aqt¸a‘, a
contemporary of al-Ah˝dab, A±dam, and Ust¸á Ba≠riq al-Baghda≠d|.

Al-Ah˝dab's maya≠d|n did not become as famous as his bunu≠d and mana≠s˝ib.
The most current treatise on maya≠d|n in the Mamluk period was "Tuh̋fat al-Muja≠hid|n
f| al-‘Amal bi-al-Maya≠d|n," by La≠j|n Ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h al-Dhahab| al-T˛ara≠buls˝|
al-Ramma≠h˝ (d. 738/1337). More than eleven copies are available.113 La≠j|n and his
work should not be confused with his son Muh˝ammad Ibn La≠j|n al-H˛usa≠m| al-
T̨ara≠buls̋| al-Ramma≠h̋ and his work, also on maya≠d|n, entitled "Bughyat al-Qa≠s̋id|n
bi-al-‘Amal f| al-Maya≠d|n," written for Sayf al-D|n ‘A±shiqt|mu≠r al-Ma≠rd|n| al-
Na≠s̋ir|, governor of Aleppo (d. 791/1389). Two copies are preserved.114 Muh˝ammad
Ibn La≠j|n also related his own version of bunu≠d al-Ah˝dab in a small treatise

Sarayı Library MSS Ahmet III 2129/1, Baghdad Köskü 370/2; Fatih Mosque Library MSS 3512/2,
3509/2.6; Ayasofya Library MSS 2899a/1, 4196/1; Nuruosmaniye Mosque Library MS 2294/2;
Aleppo, al-Maktabah al-Ah̋mad|yah MS 1272; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS 5553.
111Al-Aqsara≠’|, "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l," fol. 44r.:
a"M�« ·ö²š« uKf¹ ôË dO¦U ·ö²š« rNO6Ë UN²××8 w²�« a"M�« s� w�≈ q8Ë U� dU–√ U½√Ë a"M�« tMŽ XHK²š«Ë

VKD¹ s* «c¼Ë bz«uH�« s� UNO6 qBŠ U� rFð v²Š U¼dš¬ v�≈ UN�Ë√ s� tf"½ qU dU–√ Ê√ X³³Š√ b%Ë bz«u6 s�

                                 Æ…bŠ«Ë tf"½ tOHJð UOKF�« tł—b�« VKD¹ r� «–≈Ë `�d�UÐ qLF�« w6 UOKF�« tł—b�«

112See al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 1:162.
113Al-Maktabah al-Ah˝mad|yah MS 1372; Fatih Mosque Library MSS 3512/4, 3509/8; Topkapı
Sarayı Library MSS Ahmed III 2129/3, Baghdad Köskü 370/1; Ayasofya Library MSS 2899a/3,
4196/2; Nuruosmaniye Mosque Library MS 2294/2; Rampur Riza Library MS 3524; Staatsbibliothek
zu Berlin MS 5552; Bibliothèque Nationale MS 6604/1 (with the title "‘Umdat al-muja≠hid|n f|
tart|b al-maya≠d|n").
114Ayasofya Library MS 3799/1, dated 780/1378; Leiden University Library MS 1418.

entitled "Gha≠yat al-Maqs˝u≠d f| al-‘Ilm wa-al-‘Amal bi-al-Bunu≠d," which survived
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in one copy under the latter original title115 and in several copies under different
apocryphal titles and often with added material.116

CAT. I (D): THE ARTS OF THE MACE

Three basic and distinct types of mace were used in the early Abbasid period.117

The first, commonly called dabbu≠s (pl. daba≠b|s), consisted of a wooden or iron
shaft with a head of iron or other solid material with different shapes. The second
was a one-piece iron staff, usually without a separate head or with one which was
actually made integrally with the handle, invariably called ‘amu≠d (pl. ‘amad or
‘umud), and was both longer and considerably heavier than the dabbu≠s. The third,
habitually called ka≠firku≠b (pl. ka≠firku≠ba≠t), was entirely made of wood, and was
typical of the Khurasanis' rank and file horsemen; it became obsolete as a regular
cavalry weapon in the region by the end of the third/ninth century.118 The ‘amu≠d, a
costly weapon, was mainly the privilege of the rich military and political Abbasid
elite. Most references to its use are associated with caliphs, army commanders,
high-ranking officers, and the cream of ghilma≠n troops. The decline and
fragmentation of the caliphate and the consequent collapse of its worldwide trade
in armaments, iron, and steel, brought to an end the use of the ‘amu≠d as an elite
weapon. It survived, however, on a very limited scale as a ceremonial and parade
weapon, especially under the Fatimids.119 The Mamluks of Egypt and Syria knew
the ‘amu≠d only by name through Abbasid and Fatimid sources. All the precious
though scanty data on the ‘amu≠d which is found in Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises
dates from the third/ninth century and was borrowed from early or later lost
Abbasid furu≠s|yah treatises, such as those of Muh˝ammad Ibn Kha≠lid (see below)
and S˛a≠bir al-Manjan|q| (see below, Cat. II); the dabbu≠s was the only type of mace
known in the Mamluk period.

Under the Abbasids, most references to the use of the dabbu≠s from the early
third/ninth century onwards were associated with ghilma≠n troops. In fact the
emergence of their institution coincided remarkably closely with the appearance
of the term dabbu≠s in the documentary sources. By the time this institution reached
full maturity under the Caliph al-Mu‘tad̋id, the dabbu≠s became a permanent feature
of ghilma≠n military equipment. In contrast to later periods when it became a
heavier weapon, the third/ninth century Abbasid dabbu≠s was of a light type and,

115Bibliothèque Nationale MS Ar. 2827/2.
116See al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 127
117For more information on this subject, see al-Sarraf, "Close Combat Weapons," 149–78.
118Ibid.
119Ibid.

consequently, it played a minor role in close combat. Here it was of less importance
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than were the ‘amu≠d and the t¸abarz|n (war-axe). The rapid decline of the latter
two weapons during the fourth/tenth century necessitated the emergence of a
heavier and oversized type of dabbu≠s called the latt. The term was ephemeral, as
in the sixth/twelfth century the term dabbu≠s had become the generic term for
studded maces, irrespective of their weight and the forms of their heads. By this
time, however, the standard type of dabbu≠s was sufficiently heavy and effective to
become the primary cavalry close-combat weapon for a Mamluk fa≠ris or fully
trained cavalryman.120

It was probably in the second half of the sixth/twelfth century or the first half
of the seventh/thirteenth century that the rules of the art of fighting with a dabbu≠s
were regulated in a recognized number of exercises called, like those of the lance,
bunu≠d. Thirty five of these bunu≠d were recorded, most probably in Syria, during
the Bahri period in an anonymous treatise entitled "Kita≠b f| Ma‘rifat La‘b al-Dabbu≠s
wa-al-S̨ira≠‘ ‘alá al-Khayl ‘inda Mula≠qa≠t al-Khas̋m f| Awqa≠t al-H̨uru≠b." It is divided
into two parts, in the first of which the exercises are described, and in the second,
techniques of hand-to-hand combat on horseback. At least four copies have
survived.121

Two contributions on the arts of the mace were made during the Circassian
period. The first is the lost "Al-Usu≠s f| S˛ina≠‘at al-Dabbu≠s," by ‘Izz al-D|n Ibn
Jama≠‘ah.122 Given Ibn Jama≠‘ah's erudition, this work must surely have contained
more information on fighting with the mace than simply an enumeration of thirty-five
bunu≠d.

The second contribution is a Mamluk-Kipchak treatise entitled "Nuzhat al-Nufu≠s
f| La‘b al-Dabbu≠s," composed in Syria by Alţanbugha≠ al-H̨usa≠m| al-Na≠s̋ir|, known
as At¸a≠juq. It is preserved in an original copy dated 822/1419.123 The importance of
this hitherto unknown Mamluk-Kipchak treatise, wrongly described and classified
as an Arabic work, is manifold. Besides being the only extant signed Mamluk
treatise on the mace, this work, unlike all the other surviving Mamluk-Kipchak
furu≠s|yah treatises, is not a translation from an Arabic text but was originally
composed in Mamluk-Kipchak. Furthermore, as the author was an expert in the
art of the mace and in close-combat techniques, his work undoubtedly constitutes
an original and extremely important contribution to this field and to furu≠s|yah
literature as a whole. In his rather long and reasonably well-written Arabic

120Ibid.
121Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 3469/3; Ayasofya Library MS 3186/2; Bibliothèque
Nationale MSS 2830/2, 6604/2 (incorrectly attributed to La≠j|n al-T˛ara≠buls˝|).
122H˛a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z̨unu≠n, 1:91.
123Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 21 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r.

introduction, Alt¸anbugha≠ indicated that he was trained at the hand of several
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furu≠s|yah masters in mace play, a domain to which he was particularly devoted,
and that, urged by his comrades, he decided to record the best of what he had
learned in order that it would serve as a reference for his fellow warriors. He
synthesized his masters' teachings in six major bunu≠d associated with forty types
of mace blows. The six bunu≠d comprise the essential maneuvers and techniques
covered by the thirty-five bands described in the above anonymous work. The
treatise also includes valuable hints on relevant close-combat techniques. A lack
of pre-Mamluk sources for the bunu≠d of the mace is probably due to the same
reasons which explain the lack of sources for the bunu≠d of the lance.

CAT. I (E): THE ART OF WAR

When in 129/746 ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn Marwa≠n was ordered by his father, the last
Umayyad caliph Marwa≠n II (127–32/744–50), to march against al-D˛ah˝h˝a≠k al-
Kha≠rij|,124 Marwa≠n's secretary (ka≠tib), ‘Abd al-H˛am|d Ibn Yah˝yá al-Ka≠tib, wrote
(on the order of the caliph) ‘Abd Alla≠h a letter containing practical advice and
directions for organizing the army and the conduct of war.125 This important and
original epistle can be considered the forerunner of Muslim and Arab treatises on
the art of war.

‘Abd al-H̨am|d's epistle set the pattern for the Abbasid kutta≠b.126 ‘Abd al-Jabba≠r
Ibn ‘Ad|, ka≠tib to the caliph al-Mans˝u≠r, and according to Ibn al-Nad|m one of the
ten most eloquent Abbasid kutta≠b, followed ‘Abd al-H˛am|d's example. Ibn ‘Ad|'s
treatise "A±da≠b al-H˛uru≠b wa-S˛ura≠t al-‘Askar" was written for al-Mans˝u≠r and dealt
with the conduct of war and the organization of the army.127 This lost work was
probably the first true Abbasid and Muslim treatise on the art of war.

About seventy years later, al-Khal|l Ibn al-Haytham al-Hartham| al-Sha‘ra≠n|
composed his monumental "Kita≠b al-H˛iyal wa-al-Maka≠’id f| al-H˛uru≠b" for al-
Ma’mu≠n. It was a multi-volume encyclopedic work comprising four hundred fifty
topics and one thousand seventy-six chapters. Al-Mas‘u≠d| ranked it among the

124Al-T˛abar|, Ta≠r|kh, 10:76–77; Muh˝ammad Kurd ‘Al|, Rasa≠’il al-Bulagha≠’  (Cairo, 1908), 66; cf.
al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 122.
125Published in Kurd ‘Al|, Rasa≠’il al-Bulagha≠’, 1st ed. (1908), 66–89, 2nd ed. (Cairo, 1913),
139–172, 3rd ed. (Cairo, 1946), 173–313. It was also published in Umara≠’ al-Baya≠n, ed. Kurd
‘Al| (Cairo, 1937); and in Jamharat Rasa≠’il al-Arab, ed. Ah˝mad Zak| S˛afwat (Cairo, 1937). A
serious edition and study of this important work is still lacking.
126Knowledge of the art of war apparently became one of the professional qualifications of a ka≠tib;
see Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 140.
127Ibid., 140, 377.
128Al-Mas‘u≠d| , Muru≠j al-Dhahab, 1:13.

pre-eminent contributions made by Muslim scholars.128 The description and praise
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Ibn al-Nad|m gives this work, cited by him as Kita≠b al-H˛iyal,129 adds considerable
testimony to its importance and esteem. Undoubtedly al-Hartham|, an experienced
and learned soldier writing for a refined and knowledgeable warrior caliph
surrounded by a veritable pantheon of tacticians and illustrious army commanders,
could only produce a masterpiece.130

It seems, however, that this work soon became rare and inaccessible after the
fifth/eleventh century. Even copies of its abridged version, Mukhtas˝ar Siya≠sat
al-H˛uru≠b, were apparently quite scarce; only one copy has been preserved.131 It is
also likely that during the Mamluk period copies of this condensed version were
mostly unsigned and probably untitled. This could explain the omission of al-
Hartham|'s name from the Mamluk treatises that used Al-Mukhtas̋ar and especially
from the treatises of Ibn Mangl|, who usually acknowledges his sources.

The anonymous "Kita≠b al-H˛iyal f| al-H˛uru≠b wa-Fath˝ al-Mada≠’in wa-H˛ifz˝ al-
Duru≠b," compiled in the late third/ninth century or early fourth/tenth century, was
also used by Mamluk authors, especially compilers of texts of the third group.
This Abbasid treatise, whose first chapters were taken from Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's
Treatise B, deals with military organization and stratagems of war in general; it
also includes a section on the use of incendiary devices which is the oldest
available in furu≠s|yah literature. The anonymous compiler claimed that the chapter
on stratagems was inspired by an ancient Greek text found hidden between two
rocks in Alexandria and based on the wisdom of Alexander. I have so far traced
eight copies,132 most of which were transcribed during the Mamluk period and one
of which was apocryphally ascribed to the Mamluk author Ibn Mangl|.133 In the
sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries the subject of al-h˝iyal al-h˝arb|yah
and military organization was usually dealt with in general furu≠s|yah treatises, but
works entirely devoted to this question were also written. One of those is Al-
Tadhkirah al-Haraw|yah f| al-H˛iyal al-H˝arb|yah, by Taq| al-D|n Abu≠ al-H˛asan

129Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 376–77.
130See al-Sarraf,"Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 123–25.
131Köprülü Mehmet Pa∑a Library MS 1294; published without care by ‘Abd al-Ra’u≠f ‘Awn (Cairo,
1964). A proper edition of this important work is still lacking. For a critical analysis of "Mukhtas̋ar,"
see al-Sarraf,"Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 123–25.
132British Library MS Add. 14055; Topkapı Sarayı Library MSS Ahmet III 3469/2, 3467/1;
Ayasofya Library MSS 3186/2, 2875, 3187, 3086/7; Leiden University Library MSS 92 and 499.
A microfilm of Ahmet III 3469/2 is available in Ma‘had al-Makht¸u≠t¸a≠t, incorrectly catalogued as
being by Ibn Mangl| and so cited by certain researchers.
133It is Ayasofya MS 3086/7 which Brockelmann (GAL, S2:167) rather precipitately included
within Ibn Mangl|'s works, thus  generating this misconception.

‘Al| Ibn Bakr al-Haraw|, who wrote it sometime between 588/1192 and the time
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of his death in 611/1215.134 At least three out of five known copies were transcribed
in the Mamluk period, one of them for the private library of Sultan Qa≠ytba≠y,135

which proves that the Mamluks were familiar with this small but important work.
On the subjects of military tactics and army organization the Mamluk treatises

introduced hardly any new concepts, but rather were based indiscriminately on
earlier sources, regardless of their contemporary relevance. Ibn Mangl| cited the
Tactica of the Byzantine emperor Leo VI (886–912), itself almost entirely based
on the Strategicon of the emperor Maurice (582–602); he gave it the title "Mara≠tib
al-H˛uru≠b" and recommended it highly to soldiers.136 Al-Aqsara≠’| used Sassanian
sources, cited the Greek Polybius, and also drew heavily on the Tactica of Aelian,
written in Greek at the beginning of the second century.

The main pre-Mamluk source remained the abridged version of al-Hartham|'s
work, though almost never acknowledged. It was quoted by al-Aqsara≠’|, Ibn
Mangl|, and especially ‘Umar Ibn Ibra≠h|m al-Aws| al-Ans̋a≠r|, who included almost
the entire text verbatim in his Tafr|j al-Kuru≠b f| Tadb|r al-H˛uru≠b,137 written for
Sultan al-Na≠s̋ir Faraj ibn Barqu≠q (801–8/1399–1407). On the whole, notwithstanding
strong dependence on pre-Mamluk sources, Ibn Mangl|'s treatises constitute a
worthy contribution.

Muh˝ammad Ibn Mangl| al-Qa≠hir| (d. 784/1382) held the rank of commander
of forty (muqaddam) 138 in the h˝alqah and was naq|b al-jaysh in Alexandria under
Sha‘ba≠n, to whom he dedicated his major treatises. It was in those years, when he
was in his sixties and seventies, that he wrote most of his works. His treatise on
naval warfare, entitled "Al-Ah˝ka≠m al-Mulu≠k|yah wa-al-D˛awa≠bit¸ al-Na≠mu≠s|yah,"
containing 122 ba≠bs, is unique in Arabic literature; in it he described naval tactics,
types of warships, maritime equipment, and weaponry, especially guns. The text
is interspersed with practical advice for the marine fighter. At least one copy has

134Edited and translated by Janine Sourdel-Thomine as "Les Conseils du Shaykh al-Haraw| à un
prince Ayyubide," Bulletin d'Etudes Orientales 17 (1961–62): 206–66.
135For a description of four of the five copies, including the one transcribed for Qa≠ytba≠y, see
Sourdel-Thomine,"Introduction," in "Les Conseils," 214–16. The fifth copy is in Da≠r al-Kutub
al-Mis˝r|yah, MS 2299 adab.
136Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fol. 14v.
137Edited and translated by George Scanlon as A Muslim Manual of War, Being Tafr|j al-Kuru≠b f|
Tadb|r al-H˛uru≠b (Cairo, 1961), who failed to recognize that it was based on a third/ninth century
work and thus drew incorrect conclusions.
138The muqaddam commanded forty soldiers of the h˝alqah on military expeditions; as soon as an
expedition was over he lost his command (see David Ayalon, "Studies on the Structure of the
Mamluk Army (i–iii)," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 15 (1953–54): 64.
139Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 23 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r. See Albrecht Fuess, "Rotting Ships and

survived.139
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Two other treatises by Ibn Mangl| on warfare have been preserved, "Al-Adillah
al-Rasm|yah f| al-Ta‘a≠b| al-H˛arb|yah" and "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| Siya≠sat
al-S˛ina≠‘ah al-H˛arb|yah."140 Although the title of "Al-Adillah" suggests that the
battle formations are the main subject of this small but important work, less than a
quarter of the text is devoted to this topic. The rest consists of hints and advice to
soldiers and muqaddams on war, arms, equipment, naval warfare, siege warfare,
and the like. Two copies have survived, one an autograph dated 770/1368–69.141

Without acknowledging him, Ibn Mangl| draws on the treatise of al-Hartham| and
cites the mystic Abu≠ al-‘Abba≠s al-Bu≠n| in connection with a certain battle formation
taken from the latter's books on talismans and the secret powers of numbers and
letters.142 Ibn Mangl| included several plans of battle formations in which the
numbers of soldiers were determined by the mysterious powers of the corresponding
letters.143 He was more explicit in "Al-Tadb|ra≠t," where he revealed his belief in
the subtle powers of letters and numbers and recommended that letters be inscribed
on arms and armor. Indeed, he mentioned having written an entire treatise on the
matter, the lost "Aqs̋á al-Amad f| al-Radd ‘alá Munkir Sirr al-‘Adad."144 "Al-Tadb|ra≠t"
consists of advice and recommendations on arrangements to be undertaken at
different governmental and military levels in anticipation of war. It also includes
sections on archery, lance techniques, and horses. Ibn Mangl|'s basic sources for
this work were al-Hartham|'s Mukhtas˝ar, Ibn Maymu≠n's "Al-Ifa≠dah," and Ibn
Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise AB. Of the latter, Ibn Mangl| said that Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m
was the originator of the fundamentals of charging with the lance and highlighted

Razed Harbors: The Naval Policy of the Mamluks," Mamlu≠k Studies Review 5 (2001): 70–71.
140He also wrote five other works that have not survived: "Al-Manhal al-‘Adhb li-Wuru≠d Ahl
al-H˛arb," "Al-Risa≠lah al-Mard˝|yah f| S˛ina≠‘at al-Jund|yah," "Aqs˝á al-‘Amad f| al-Radd ‘alá Munkir
Sirr al-‘Adad," "Risa≠lat al-Tah˝q|q f| Sur‘at al-Tafw|q," and "Al-‘Iqd al-Maslu≠k f|ma≠ Yalzamu
Jal|s al-Mulu≠k."
141Ayasofya Library MSS 2839 (the autograph), 2875a.
142See Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Adillah al-Rasm|yah f| al-Ta‘a≠b| al-H˛arb|yah," fol. 22v. Muh˝y| al-D|n
Abu≠ al-‘Abba≠s Ah˝mad ibn ‘Al| ibn Yu≠suf al-Bu≠n| (nisbah derived from the Algerian town Bu≠nah;
d. Cairo 622/1225) is not known to have written a book on furu≠s|yah or the art of war. His most
important treatises were on the power of numbers and letters: Lat¸a≠’if al-‘Awa≠rif f| ‘Ilm al-H˛uru≠f
wa-al-Khawa≠ss and "Mawa≠qif al-Ghayya≠t f| Asra≠r al-Riya≠d˝|ya≠t"; cf. Khayr al-D|n al-Zirkl|, Al-
A‘la≠m, 4th ed. (Beirut, 1979), 2:145; A. Dietrich, "Al-Bu≠n|," EI 2 , Supplement I:3–4, 156–57.
143Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Adillah al-Rasm|yah," fols. 14r.–17r., 22v.–23r.
144Ibn Mangl|, "Al-Tadb|ra≠t al-Sult¸a≠n|yah," fols. 2v.–9r.
145Ibid., fol. 38v.:
    .5LK"*« dAF� UMŽ tÒK�« Á«eł WOÐdŠ U¹UC% ÂöÝù« w6 YÐ t½U6 tÒK�« tLŠ— wK²)« ÂöU s� UNKU lÐ—_« ‰u8_« Ác¼Ë

his contribution to the art of furu≠s|yah and its literature.145 Five extant copies of
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"Al-Tadb|ra≠t" are known.146 Ibn Mangl|'s works constitute a major source on the
equipment of the Mamluk army, in particular the h˝alqah corps, at the end of the
Bahri period. They are also essential for evaluating Mamluk military thinking.

CAT. I (F): TREATISES ON ARMS AND WAR ENGINES

During the first two centuries of Abbasid rule in Iraq, a great number of
comprehensive and specific treatises on arms and armor and military technology
were written by philologists, specialists, and furu≠s|yah masters.147 At this point in
our research, no treatise of the comprehensive type is known to have survived
apart from Kita≠b al-Sila≠h˝ by Abu≠ ‘Ubayd al-Qa≠sim Ibn Salla≠m al-Baghda≠d| (d.
224/838), a succinct but highly important philological contribution on the
nomenclature and types of weaponry used by and known to the Arabs in the pre-
and proto-Islamic periods as attested mainly by Arabic poetry.148 However,
considerable data from lost treatises can be found dispersed in other sources.
Encyclopedic dictionaries and works of adab preserved much of what Abbasid
philologists wrote about the subject. Similarly, contemporary and later general
and thematic furu≠s|yah treatises contained important borrowings from
comprehensive arms and armor treatises written by Abbasid specialists and furu≠s|yah
masters. Among the lost works of this category of authors are "Kita≠b al-Sila≠h˝" by
the Abbasid commander and statesman Abu≠ Dulaf al-Qa≠sim Ibn ‘=sá al-Baghda≠d|
al-‘Ijl| (d. 227/830),149 "Kita≠b ‘Ilm al-A±la≠t al-H˛arb|yah" by Mu≠sá Ibn Sha≠kir's sons
Muh˝ammad (d. 259/872–73), Ah˝mad, and al-H˛asan, and "Kita≠b Ajna≠s al-Sila≠h˝" by
a certain Abbasid army commander and furu≠s|yah master named Abu≠ ‘Abd Alla≠h
Muh̋ammad Ibn Kha≠lid who flourished in the second half of the third/ninth century.150

As for specific treatises on arms and armor, only two survived from that
period; namely the treatise on the types of swords by Abu≠ Yu≠suf Ya‘qu≠b Ibn
Ish̋a≠q al-Kind| (d. around the middle of the third/ninth century, perhaps in 252/866),
and his treatise on the composition, manufacture, and quenching of steel blades.
Both treatises were written for the caliph al-Mu‘tas˝im. The first one, entitled
"Ajna≠s al-Suyu≠f" or "Al-Suyu≠f wa-Ajna≠suha≠," is unique in its genre within furu≠s|yah
literature. It was a remarkable field study, as each type of blade described was

146British Library MSS Or. 3734, 9016 (imperfect at the beginning and end); Ayasofya Library
MS 2856; St. Petersburg University Library MS c-726; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 1147b.
147See al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 118–21.
148Published by H˛a≠tim S˛a≠lih˝ al-D˛a≠min (Beirut, 1408/1988).
149See Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 130; Ibn Khallika≠n, Wafaya≠t al-A‘ya≠n wa-Anba’ Abna≠’ al-Zama≠n,
ed. Ih˝sa≠n ‘Abba≠s (Beirut, 1969–72), 4:74; Isma≠‘|l al-Baghda≠d|, Yd˝a≠h˝ al-Maknu≠n f| al-Dhayl ‘alá
Kashf al-Z̋unu≠n (Istanbul, 1954), 2:303.
150H˛a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z̨unu≠n, 1:145.

known and examined by al-Kind| himself, who spent years frequenting swordsmiths
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and investigating the sword markets of Baghdad, Basra, and Samarra. This perhaps
explains why there was no attempt to write something similar again. In fact,
al-Kind|'s work remains definitely the most important source on swords in the
entire medieval period. Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m made extensive use of it, and he was
probably the first furu≠s|yah author to do so. Nearly all subsequent borrowings
from al-Kind|'s work by Abbasid and Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises were taken
from Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B rather than directly from al-Kind|'s treatise, of
which three copies are available.151

The second treatise, entitled "Risa≠lah f| Jawa≠hir al-H̨ad|d lil-Suyu≠f wa-Ghayriha≠
min al-Aslih˝ah wa-Siqa≠ya≠tiha≠," is no less important. Surely al-Kind| was neither
the first nor the last Muslim author to write on the making of steel, but his treatise
was the only work which has survived. Moreover, while admitting that none of
the thirty-five recipes which he mentioned was his own, al-Kind| assured the
caliph that he had critically tested each one of them. Al-Kind| was as brilliant an
alchemist and metallurgist as he was a philosopher, and his second treatise therefore
presents extremely precious scientific testimony on this subject. The text of this
"Risa≠lah," generally presumed lost, is fully preserved in al-Aqsara≠’|'s "Niha≠yat
al-Su≠l" as part of lesson three on the arts of the sword (see below, Cat II).

Abbasid treatises on arms and military technology also included contributions
on incendiary weapons and on siege engines. Ibn al-Nad|m mentions, respectively,
the anonymous "Kita≠b al-‘Ilm bi-al-Na≠r wa-al-Naft¸ wa-al-Zarra≠qa≠t f| al-H˛uru≠b,"
and the anonymous "Kita≠b al-Dabba≠ba≠t wa-al-Manjan|qa≠t."152 Later Abbasid
furu≠s|yah literature did not include comprehensive or specific treatises on arms
and military technology but the subject continued to be treated within general
furu≠s|yah treatises. One of these was the lost "‘Umdat al-Sa≠lik f| Siya≠sat al-Mama≠lik"
(see below) by Ibn S˛a≠bir al-Manjan|q|153 (d. 620/1220), who was the chief
(muqaddam) of the manjan|q|y|n (mechanics and engineers of projectile engines)
in Baghdad where he was born and died. Given his great and acknowledged
expertise in arms and war engines, his monumental work undoubtedly represented
one of the most authoritative contributions in this field.

The magnificent treatise written for S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n al-Ayyu≠b| (d. 589/1193) by

151Leiden University Library MS 287 (being chapter 6 of "Jamharat al-Isla≠m Dha≠t al-Nathr wa-al-
Naz˝m," by al-Shayra≠z| ); Ayasofya Library MS 4833 (fols. 38–45); Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS
3640, which is a recent copy transcribed in 1359 H. from the Ayasofya copy, published with many
errors by ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n Zak| in Nashrat Kull|yat al-A±da≠b, Ja≠mi‘at al-Qa≠hirah 14 no. 2 (1956):
1–36. See al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 120.
152Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 377.
153His nisbah derived from manjan|q-mangonel, an Arabicized term used not only to denote the
catapult or the trebuchet, but also to designate projectile-throwing engines in general.

Mard̋| ibn ‘Al| al-T̨arsu≠s|, viz. "Tabs̋irat Arba≠b al-Alba≠b . . .," should be mentioned.
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Although it can be classified among general furu≠s|yah treatises, as it covers three
distinct furu≠s|yah themes (weaponry, archery, and the art of war), the "Tabs˝irah"
was meant to be, and basically is, a work on arms and armor, and military
technology. A close examination of the treatise, which is still essentially known
through the truncated and quite misleading extracts published by Claude Cahen,154

shows that "Al-Tabs˝irah" is a compilation, based largely on early Abbasid sources.
Contemporary data is mainly limited to siege engines and compound weapons.
Al-T˛arsu≠s|'s only source in this domain was an Egyptian innovator in military
technology named Abu≠ al-H˛asan al-Abraq| al-Iskandar|, who himself did not
write a treatise on the subject. In all, "Al-Tabs̋irah" remains an extremely valuable
source on Islamic arms and particularly on siege engines. The chapter on archery
is among the best available on the various schools and techniques of the great
Abbasid masters.155 One of the three extant copies is an autograph, imperfect,
written for the private library of S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n.156 Although the other two copies
were transcribed in the Mamluk period, it seems that "Al-Tabs˝irah" was little
known to Mamluk authors.

Under the Mamluks, and despite the thriving and highly developed weapons
industry of Aleppo, Damascus, and Cairo, not a single original treatise on arms
and armor can be cited. Compilations based on pre-Mamluk sources were also
scarce. One of them is Mustanad al-Ajna≠d f| A±la≠t al-Jiha≠d, by Badr al-D|n ibn
Jama≠‘ah, who compiled it from early Abbasid philological contributions, and
works of adab and hadith. Only one copy, dated 773/1371, has so far been
traced.157 As for the ninth/fifteenth century anonymous Khiza≠nat al-Sila≠h˝, it is not,
as presumed, a Mamluk work. It was composed in 840/1436 by an Iraqi ad|b for
the Muzaffarid ruler of Kirma≠n, Sultan Ah˝mad Sha≠h. It is a petty, anecdotal, and

154Claude Cahen, "Un traité d'armurerie composé pour Saladin," Bulletin des études orientales 12
(1947–48): 103–63. He failed to recognize inter alia that the folios were misarranged and that, in
some of the most important folios, the lines are extended all the way through to the opposite page.
A critical edition of "Al-Tabs̋irah" is forthcoming.
155This chapter on archery was translated, rather equivocally, and published by Antoine Boudot-
Lamotte as Contribution à l'étude de l'archerie musulmane (Damascus, 1968). As Boudot-Lamotte
was neither familiar with the technical language of archery literature, nor with the sources of
al-T˛arsu≠s|, his translation as well as the edition of the Arabic text are extremely misleading.
156Bodleian Library MS Huntington 264 (presumed unique); Ayasofya Library MS 2848 (written
by different hands; the last portion is dated 709/1309). There is a third ninth-/fifteenth-century
copy kept in Katahiya Library, Turkey, which I haven't seen yet, nor am I certain of its reference
number.
157Iraq Museum Library MS 34310/3, edited and published by Usa≠mah Na≠s˝ir al-Naqshband|
(Baghdad, 1983).

banal work contrived from the books of adab and completely insignificant as a
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source on Islamic arms. Only one copy is extant.158

Apart from the information provided by Mamluk archery literature, such as
the treatises of T˛aybugha≠ and Muh˝ammad al-S˛ughayyir, on bows, crossbows, and
other archery equipment, contemporary data on arms and armor are lacking in
both thematic and general Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises, which recycled instead
Abbasid data regardless of its relevance to the Mamluk period. Indeed, the most
recurrent information on arms and armor found in Mamluk furu≠s|yah literature is
derived from the sections of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B on swords, lances, and
shields. On the other hand, general Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises represent the source
par excellence on incendiary weapons and firearms. There is also an anonymous
work entirely devoted to the subject, entitled "‘Iya≠ra≠t al-Naft¸," of which one copy,
dated 774/1372, is extant.159

Information on incendiary weapons and firearms, including cannons, is also
dealt with in a unique work on siege engines, Al-An|q f| al-Mana≠j|q, written by
Urunbugha≠ al-Zaradkash for the ataba≠k al-‘askar Mangl| Bugha≠ al-Shams| (d.
836/1432). This work, complete with detailed drawings, provides full descriptions
of the methods of constructing various siege engines: trebuchets, cannons, pedestal
crossbows, wooden towers, ladders, and platforms. The last chapter deals with
incendiary devices to be propelled by trebuchets and crossbows. Two copies of
this treatise are known to exist.160

CAT. I (G): TREATISES ON HUNTING

The art of hunting with birds of prey, bayzarah, was the subject of the first
Muslim treatises on the hunt, which appeared early in the Abbasid period. The
oldest known Muslim contribution on hawking was a collective work containing
150 ba≠bs entitled "Kita≠b Mana≠fi‘ al-T˛ayr" or "Kita≠b al-T˛uyu≠r," written on the
order of the caliph al-Mahd|, who wanted a treatise on sporting birds synthesizing
the knowledge of the Byzantines, Turks, and Arabs.161 The principle authors of

158Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 2796 adab, published by Nab|l ‘Abd al-‘Az|z (Cairo, 1978).
159Tokapi Sarayi Library MS Ahmet III 3469.
160Both copies are included in one manuscript, Ayasofya Library MS 3469. A tentative edition was
made by Nab|l ‘Abd al-‘Az|z (Cairo, 1981), and it was reedited by Ih̋sa≠n Hind| (Aleppo, 1405/1985).
161See "Kita≠b Mana≠fi‘ al-T˛ayr," Bodleian Library MS Marsh 148, fol. 1v.
162Ibid.; and Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2016 (880/1475), entitled "T̨ibb al-T˛uyu≠r"; Da≠r
al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 2 furu≠s|yah Taymu≠r, a recent copy (dated 1323/1915) transcribed from a
photostat copy (also kept in Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah inv. no. 748 t¸ibb) of the Topkapı Sarayı
MS.

this work, of which at least two copies exist,162 were al-Ghit¸r|f ibn Quda≠mah
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al-Ghassa≠n|163 and Adham ibn Muh˝riz al-Ba≠hil|,164 who were unanimously
acknowledged by the sources as being the pioneer authorities in this field. A later
Abbasid modified version of this work was apparently ascribed to al-Ghiţr|f alone165

and was translated into Latin on the order of Frederick II of Hohenstaufen
(1194–1250) and from Latin into French by Daniel of Cremona, who dedicated it
to Frederick's son Enzio (1220–72).166

Another early Abbasid authority on falconry and hunting was a native of
Basra named Ibra≠h|m al-Bas˝r| al-Ba≠zya≠r, who flourished during the period of
Ha≠ru≠n al-Rash|d and gained his favor. He was credited by al-Asad| as being the
author of the first treatise written on hawking. Al-Asad| probably meant that
al-Bas˝r| was the author of the first original treatise on hawking. He speaks highly
of his proficiency in hunting with sporting birds (the hawk, the saker falcon, and
the peregrine falcon), dogs, cheetahs, and other trained predators, and in using all
sorts of traps and snares, and credits him above all with introducing and propagating
the techniques of liming birds (tadb|q).167

During the third/ninth century most of the treatises on the hunt were written
by high Abbasid dignitaries and notables, such as Abu≠ Dulaf al-Qa≠sim Ibn ‘=sá
al-‘Ijl| (d. 225/839), "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝ wa-al-La‘b bi-ha≠" and "Kita≠b al-Buza≠h
wa-al-S˛ayd"; al-Fath̋ ibn Kha≠qa≠n (d. 247/861), "Kita≠b al-S̨ayd wa-al-Ja≠rih̋"; Ah˝mad
Ibn Ab| T̨a≠hir T̨ayfu≠r (d. 280/893), "Kita≠b al-T̨ard"; Ah̋mad Ibn al-T̨ayyib al-Sarakhs|
(d. 286/899), "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝ wa-al-S˛ayd Bi-ha≠"; ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn al-Mu‘tazz Ibn

163Who is said to have lived long enough to be the grand falconer of the Umayyad caliphs Hisha≠m
ibn ‘Abd al-Malik (105–25/724–43) and al-Wal|d ibn Yaz|d (125–26/743–44) and to have to
filled the same post for the Abbasid caliph Ha≠ru≠n al-Rash|d;"Mana≠fi‘ al-T˛ayr" (Bodleian MS), fol.
1v.
164He must not be confused with the poet and army commander who fought in the ranks of
Mu‘a≠wiyah at S˛iff|n (cf. al-Mas‘u≠d|, Muru≠j al-Dhahab, 1:227, 3:294, and 6:134).
165Other than taking an active and prominant part in the composition of the above collective work
on falconry, there is no evidence that al-Ghit¸r|f made another contribution to this field. He was
recently, however, credited with the authorship of yet another treatise on falconry of which several
unsigned and variously titled copies survived. Two of these copies are preserved in Topkapı
Sarayı Library, MSS Ahmet III 2099 and 2102. The former was published in facsimile by Fuat
Sezgin and attributed to al-Ghiţr|f under the title D˛awa≠r| al-T̨ayr (Frankfurt, 1986).
166See Casey A. Wood and F. Marjorie Fyfe, "Introduction," in The Art of Falconry, Being the De
Arte Venandi cum Avibus (Stanford, 1969), xlix; Baudouin van den Abeele, La fauconnerie dans
les lettres françaises du XIIe au XIV siècles (Louvain, 1990), xvi, n. 10; idem, "La chasse au vol
médiévale," in La chasse au vol au fil des temps (Gien, 1994), 52–53, 55; see also Charles Homer
Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science (Cambridge, Mass., 1927), 318–20.
167Al-Asad| al-Baghda≠d|, "Al-Jamharah f| ‘Ulu≠m al-Bayzarah," Escorial MS Ar. 903, fols. 76v.–77.

(the caliph) al-Mutawakkil (d. 296/908),"Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝ wa-al-S˛ayd." These
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works, mentioned by Ibn al-Nad|m,168 are all lost and were even unknown to the
sixth/twelfth century Abbasid authors, let alone later Mamluk authors.

In any case, it is doubtful whether any one of the above treatises can match the
highly expert work written by the falconer of the caliph al-Mutawakkil
(232–47/847–61) and his boon companion, viz. Muh˝ammad Ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn
‘Umar al-Ba≠zya≠r, known as ‘Irjah. His treatise, entitled "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝" and
often referred to as "Al-Mutawakkil|," was one of the most outstanding and definitive
contributions made in this field in Islam and a major source for later treatises. It
also had a significant and lasting influence on the art and literature of falconry in
Europe, where the author was known under the name of Moamin or Moamyn.
"Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝" was translated into Latin as De scientia Venendi per Avers by
Theodor of Antioch at the order of Frederick II, who reviewed it during the Siege
of Faenza in 1240–41, and used it as a reference for his own monumental De Arte
Venendi Cum Avibus.169 The emperor's treatise was virtually the first true and
major treatise on falconry in the West but it had a very limited diffusion and
practically no influence on the subsequent European cynegetic tradition.170 This
was far from being the case concerning the treatises of al-Ghit¸r|f and Muh˝ammad
al-Ba≠zya≠r. The latter's work survived in twenty-four copies in Latin and in several
more copies in French,171 Tuscan, Neapolitan, and Spanish.172 Paradoxically, the
complete Arabic text is still lacking, though important borrowings and large portions
can be found in subsequent treatises.173

The fourth/tenth century witnessed the appearance of two important treatises

168Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 130, 163, 321, 377.
169Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science, 318–19; Wood and Fyfe, "Introduction,"
in The Art of Falconry, xli.
170See K. Lindner, "Tragödie der Monumentalität: Das Werk Friedrichs II von Hohenstaufen in
historischer Sicht," Jahrbuch des Deutschen Falkenordens (1976–77): 75–78.
171Like the treatise attributed to al-Ghit¸r|f, "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih̋" was also translated into French by
Daniel of Cremona for Frederick's son Enzio. An excellent edition of the French version of both
al-Ghit¸r|f's and Muh˝ammad al-Ba≠yza≠r's treatises was made by Håkan Tjerneld as Moamin et
Ghatrif: traités de fauconnerie et des chiens de chasse (Stockholm and Paris, 1945).
172The Spanish version of Muh˝ammad al-Ba≠yza≠r's "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝" is the most important and
complete, as the translation was made directly from Arabic and not from Latin like the other
versions. A very good edition of the Spanish version was made by José Manuel Fradejas Rueda
under the title Libro de los animales que cazan (Kitab al-Yawarih) (Madrid, 1987).
173Such as the anonymous "Al-Mans˝u≠r| f| al-Bayzarah," compiled for the Hafsid sovereign al-
Mustans˝ir billa≠h (647–75/1249–77), of which only the fourth chapter (on hunting dogs), taken
verbatim from al-Mutawakkil|, reached us in two copies kept in Da≠r al-Kutub al-Wat¸an|yah in
Tunis, MSS 15072, 13464. This portion was published by ‘Abd al-H̨af|z˝ Mans˝u≠r in Al-Mashriq  62
(1968): 155–222; and it was published as a book (Tunis, 1989).

on hunting: Kita≠b al-Mas˝a≠yid wa-al-Mat¸a≠rid by Abu≠ al-Fath˝ Mah˝mu≠d Ibn
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Muh˝ammad Ibn al-H˛usayn Ibn al-Sind| Ibn Sha≠hik, better known as Kusha≠jim (d.
360/970), and Kita≠b al-Bayzarah by ‘Abd Alla≠h al-H̨asan Ibn al-H̨usayn al-Ba≠zya≠r,
falconer of the Fatimid caliph al-‘Az|z billa≠h (365–86/975–96).

The Mas˝a≠yid of Kusha≠jim is the oldest extant text which attempts to give a
comprehensive treatment of venery and falconry. It represents a valuable résumé
of contemporary practices and knowledge from the second/eighth and third/ninth
centuries. As a poet and ad|b, Kusha≠jim sprinkled his treatise with related poems
and anecdotes which gave his work important literary and social dimensions. This
partly accounts for the treatise's popularity, which was not limited to the cynegetic
milieu and literature. Al-Mas˝a≠yid is the earliest source on hunting birds with the
pellet bow (qaws al-bunduq), and is also the oldest surviving signed work that
draws on Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B. At least two copies are extant.174

The Fatimid Kita≠b al-Bayzarah is one of the earliest known works in which
the term bayzarah occurs, and is used as a title.175 Furthermore, as the author of
the Fatimid treatise dealt with both venery and falconry, the term bayzarah is used
in a generic sense covering all types of hunting. Kita≠b al-Bayzarah is the first
Egyptian treatise on hunting and probably the only one to have been written
during the Fatimid period. It was composed for al-‘Az|z billa≠h, who from the
early years of his reign was a zealous adherent of the Abbasid al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah
which was upheld in Egypt by the Ikhshidids and before them by the Tulunids.
Not only was he a passionate hunter, but he was also the first Fatimid sovereign to
practice archery, play polo, and handle the lance in the eastern Abbasid fashion.176

He was, however, unique in Fatimid history, as there is no evidence that his
example was followed by his successors and the Abbasid al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah
was not allowed to take root as a court institution under the Fatimids. This was
partly due to the strong cultural and physical influence of the Berbers, who regained
their pre-eminence after al-‘Az|z's death. This also explains why apart from the
Kita≠b al-Bayzarah no other Fatimid furu≠s|yah treatise exists.

Al-H˛asan al-Ba≠zya≠r modeled his treatise on the Mas˝a≠yid of Kusha≠jim, from

174Fatih Mosque Library MS 4090; Bayezit Library MS 2592. A tentative edition was made by
Muh˝ammad As‘ad T˛alas, based on a defective manuscript of 617/1220 owned by him (Baghdad,
1954).
175The word bayzarah is rarely if ever used in the literature of the second/eighth and the third/ninth
centuries and is also absent from Kusha≠jim's Kita≠b al-Mas˝a≠yid and Ibn al-Nad|m's Fihrist . It is
probable that this term emerged in the third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries to designate the
profession of the ba≠zya≠r or bayza≠r, though the former term is more commonly used for falconer.
The term bazda≠r, which is the Persian equivalent of the Arabic ba≠zya≠r, is occasionally encountered.
176Ibn Muyassar, Al-Muntaqá min Akhba≠r Mis˝r: Passages Selected by al-Maqr|z|, ed. Ayman
Fu’a≠d Sayyid (Cairo, 1981), 179; cf. al-Sarraf, "L'archerie mamluke," 2:487–90.

which he drew abundantly, without acknowledging his source, and even plagiarized
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some of Kusha≠jim's poems. The contribution of Kita≠b al-Bayzarah lies mainly in
the relatively small chapter on falconry, where the author gives some original and
first hand observations. This treatise, which was rarely cited and apparently quite
scarce, was completely unknown to the Mamluks. Two copies dating from the
fourth/tenth century have been traced so far, of which one could be the original
manuscript written for al-‘Az|z billa≠h.177

After a long, barren period, Abbasid hunting treatises, like most of the other
branches of furu≠s|yah literature, found new life in the last hundred years of the
caliphate, when three of the most important Muslim treatises on the hunt were
written: al-Zaynab|'s "Al-Qawa≠n|n," al-Asad|'s "Al-Jamharah," and al-Balad|'s
"Al-Ka≠f|." The treatise of ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n Ibn Muh˝ammad al-Balad|,178 Al-Ka≠f| f|
al-Bayzarah, is exclusively devoted to falconry, and is among the best and most
authentic texts written on the subject. In addition to his proper practical and
theoretical knowledge, the author, who was a confirmed falconer and hunter,
often related the opinion and experience of his fellow falconers, whom he frequented
not only in Iraq but also in Egypt and especially in Syria. His written sources
included the joint work of al-Ghit¸r|f and Adham Ibn Mih˝riz and Muh˝ammad
al-Ba≠zya≠r's "Kita≠b al-Jawa≠rih˝," which was heavily cited. Until the latter work
(when found) and/or the magnificent work of al-Asad| have been edited, Al-Ka≠f|
will remain the most important published source on falconry.179

"Al-Qawa≠n|n al-Sult¸a≠n|yah f| al-S˛ayd" was written by Abu≠ al-Nas˝r al-Qa≠sim
Ibn ‘Al| al-Zaynab| al-‘Abba≠s|, a member of the highly distinguished Abbasid

177Chester Beatty MS 3831, a copy de luxe in 154 folios, considered among the oldest surviving
Arabic manuscripts (see Ku≠rk|s ‘Awwa≠d, Aqdam al-Makht¸u≠t¸a≠t al-‘Arab|yah f| Maktaba≠t al-‘A±lam
[Baghdad, 1982], 97). The other fourth-/tenth-century copy of "Kita≠b al-Bayzarah" is apparently
lost; a photostat copy of it is kept in Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah, inv. no. 762 tab|‘|ya≠t. A copy of
the latter is also kept in Ma‘had al-Makht¸u≠t¸a≠t, inv. no. 20 k|mya≠’ wa-tab|‘|ya≠t. Muh˝ammad Kurd
‘Al| published a poor version of "Kita≠b al-Bayzarah," based on a defective copy without a colophon
owned by an "orientalist" (unnamed) (Damascus, 1953). This edition was translated into French by
François Viré as Le traité de l'art de volerie (Kita≠b al-Bayzara): Rédigé vers 385/995 par le
Grand-Fauconnier du calife fa≠ţimide al-‘Az|z bi-lla≠h (Leiden, 1967).
178From the Iraqi town Balad, situated on the Tigris north of Mosul; the author, however, lived in
Baghdad.
179Based on the unique manuscript in Tunis, al-Maktabah al-Ah˝mad|yah MS 14290, a good
edition of Kita≠b al-Ka≠f| f| al-Bayzarah (Beirut, 1403/1983) was made by Ih˝sa≠n ‘Abba≠s and ‘Abd
al-H˛af|z˝ Mans˝u≠r. It is regrettable, however, that the editors failed to consult the manuscript
literature on falconry, contenting themselves instead with the published treatises of Kusha≠jim and
al-Ba≠zya≠r.
180The nisbah is derived from Zaynab bint Sulayma≠n ibn ‘Al| ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h ibn al-‘Abba≠s
(‘ammat al-khulafa≠’); see Ibn al-T˛iqt¸aqa≠, Al-Fakhr| f| al-A±da≠b al-Sult¸a≠n|yah wa-al-Duwal al-

family of the Zaynabids,180 particularly prominent in the social, cultural, and political
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life of Iraq during the second half of the fifth/eleventh century and the first half of
the sixth/twelfth century. The author, like his father before him, was the chief
judge (qa≠d˝| al-qud˝a≠h) in Baghdad, where he died in 563/1167. Autobiographical
data indicates that he started writing the treatise for the caliph al-Muqtaf|
(530–55/1136–60) shortly before his death and finished it in the beginning of the
caliphate of al-Mustanjid (555–66/1160–70), to whom the work was ultimately
dedicated. It was no accident that this treatise was begun under the patronage of
al-Muqtaf|, for during the Buwayhid and Saljuq period in Iraq the Abbasid caliphs
lost the right of the royal hunt. And for almost a hundred and fifty years this
caliphal institution, an ensign of royalty, and above all symbol of sovereignty,
was practically non-existent. The death of the Saljuq sultan Mas‘u≠d in 545/1150
strengthened the position of al-Muqtaf|, who is considered to be the first Abbasid
caliph to have gained independence in Iraq since the advent of the Buwayhids,181

and it was during the last five years of his reign that the Abbasid chronicles record
that "the caliph went to the hunt" (wa-kharaja al-khal|fah ilá al-s˝ayd).182

The "Qawa≠n|n" was meant to be a royal or caliphal manual of the hunt. This
accounts for the extraordinary range and detail of this work, which included, in
addition to venery and a valuable and long chapter on falconry, sections on types
of horses, horse equipment, arms, archery, polo, the futu≠wah of hunting with the
pellet bow, climatic conditions (in Iraq), astronomical tables and instruments,
various methods of finding the direction of the qiblah, etc. The treatise also
contains original epistles on hunting and a number of t¸ard|ya≠t (hunting) poems, as
well as new information on the Abbasid caliphs and the royal hunt in the early
centuries of the caliphate. Consequently, it is a major reference on the Abbasid
al-furu≠s|yah al-nab|lah. Moreover, al-Zaynab|'s work is essential for assessing
and verifying early Abbasid furu≠s|yah texts, of which he used a large assortment.
Only one copy has survived.183

Abu≠ al-Ru≠h˝ ‘=sá Ibn ‘Al| H˛assa≠n al-Asad| al-Baghda≠d| composed his "Al-
Jamharah f| ‘Ilm (or ‘Ulu≠m) al-Bayzarah" during the first two decades of the
second half of the sixth/twelfth century. This treatise is not restricted to falconry
but is about hunting in general; consequently the word bayzarah is used generically.

Isla≠m|yah (Beirut, 1966), 219. On the author, see Ibn Ab| al-Wafa≠’ al-Qurash|, Al-Jawa≠hir al-
Mud˝|yah f| T˛abaqa≠t al-H˛anaf|yah (Hyderabad, 1322/1913–14), 1:411. On the other illustrious
Zaynabids, see al-Sarraf, "Adab al-Furu≠s|yah," 139.
181Ibn al-Ath|r, Al-Ka≠mil f| al-Ta≠r|kh (Beirut, 1965–67), 11:256:
                                           .Êü« b(Ë rK¹b�« ÂU¹« cM� tF� ÊuJ¹ ÊUDKÝ sŽ «œdHM� ‚«dF�UÐ b³²Ý≈ WHOKš ‰Ë√ u¼Ë

182E.g., Ibn al-Jawz|, Al-Muntaz¸am f| Ta≠’r|kh al-Mulu≠k wa-al-Umam (Hyderabad, 1938–40) 6
(book x): 165, 176.
183Fatih Mosque Library MS 3508 (244 fols.); a microfilm of this manuscript in the Ma‘had

Al-Asad| was an experienced hunter and also had extensive theoretical knowledge,
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and he was able to synthesize all the cynegetic and halieutic material of the Orient
in two definitive volumes. The first was dedicated to technique and the second to
the treatment and care of all sorts of trained predators and other animals. This
majestic and unequalled work towers over the whole literature written on this
subject in the Orient and constitutes absolutely the most important and decisive
contribution to this field in Islam.184 Three complete sets are extant.185

The basic Mamluk work on hunting was Ibn Mangl|'s "Uns al-Mala≠ bi-Wah˝sh
al-Fala≠," compiled in 773/1371. The originality of this work lies in the first few
folios, where the author provided important information on types of saddles and
on the techniques of hunting from horseback with the bow, spear, and sword. The
rest of the treatise is entirely drawn from earlier sources, all acknowledged, especially
al-Asad|'s "Al-Jamharah," which in an abridged form constitutes two thirds of
"Uns." Ibn Mangl| also used Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's entire section on lion hunting with
the bow from horseback (from Treatise B). Other sources included Kusha≠jim's
Al-Mas˝a≠yid, al-Ja≠h˝iz˝'s Kita≠b al-H˛ayawa≠n, and Ibn Wah˝sh|yah's Kita≠b al-Fila≠h˝ah
al-Nabat¸|yah. More than two copies are extant.186

CAT. I (H): TREATISES ON POLO

With the advent of the Abbasids and the establishment of military furu≠s|yah, the
"king of games" was inevitably democratized and lost its alleged exclusivity as
"the game of kings" since it became an integral part of the training and on-going
exercise of the mounted warrior and one of the fundamentals of military furu≠s|yah.
Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m emphatically exhorts his fellow cavalrymen to constantly play
polo, which he believes most beneficial for the practice of furu≠s|yah arts, especially
the arts of the sword, lance, and archery. He also deems polo essential for horse
mastery and for training the horseman and the horse on individual and collective

al-Makhţu≠ţa≠t is incorrectly catalogued as a late Mamluk treatise dedicated to the caliph al-Mustanjid
of Egypt (859–84/1455–79).
184Several extracts have been published by D. C. Phillot and R. F. Azoo in Journal and Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 3 (1907): 139–43, 173–78, 401–3, 599–600.
185Escorial Library MS Ar. 903; Ayasofya Library MS 3813; Calcutta, Asiatic Society of Bengal
Library MS 865 M9 (the copy used by Phillot). A copy of the second volume of "Al-Jamharah" is
in the British Library, MS Add. 23417; another one is in the Iraqi Museum Library, MS 22147.
186Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 12 s˝ina≠‘ah, transcribed from an autograph, as mentioned in the
colophon; Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2832/1, dated 923 H., the colophon also indicates that it
was transcribed from an autograph. The treatise was translated and published, apparently from a
defective manuscript, by Florian Pharaon as Traité de vénerie de Sid Mohamed el-Mangali (Paris,
1880); a more recent translation, with annotations, based only on the manuscript in the Bibliothèque
Nationale, was made by François Viré as De la chasse: Commerce des grands de ce monde avec

maneuvers. In sum, Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m considers the game a physical and mental
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practice for war.187 In accordance with this perception of the role of polo in
military training, general Abbasid furu≠s|yah treatises, starting from Treatise B of
Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, commonly included a chapter—which usually represented a
veritable self-contained treatise—on polo. This tradition was not observed by
Mamluk authors/compilers of general furu≠s|yah treatises.

In fact, during the Mamluk period, although polo was consecrated as a royal
institution, as an integral part of military training, and as a popular game among
Mamluks and h˝alqah troopers, contribution to this field was practically nil. The
only Mamluk treatise that can be cited on the topic is "Gha≠yat al-Itqa≠n f| A‘ma≠l
al-Nushsha≠b wa-al-S̨awlaja≠n" by a certain Alţamish (eighth/fifteenth century). This
treatise, of which one copy is available,188 merely recycled Abbasid data on the
subject. This not only means that the Mamluks accepted without further innovation
the rules and "arts" of the game which they inherited from the Abbasids, but also
that the latter's contribution in this field was complete and final. Indeed, all the
pertinent texts and information in circulation during the Mamluk period were
Abbasid.

The earliest text on polo in the Abbasid period was translated from the Persian
under the title "Kita≠b A±’|n al-S˛awa≠lijah," of which a small portion has survived in
‘Uyu≠n al-Akhba≠r, by Ibn Qutaybah. This text was perhaps different from the
untraceable "Kita≠b A±’|n al-D˛arb bi-al-S˛awa≠lijah" mentioned by Ibn al-Nad|m.189

The first original contribution in this field, however, was probably al-Ja≠h˝iz˝'s
"Kita≠b al-S˛awa≠lijah," which is deemed lost though reportedly a copy is jealously
preserved in the library of al-Za≠wiyah al-‘Ayyash|yah in Morocco.190 In any case,
it would seem that al-Ja≠h˝iz˝'s work was not very accessible all along, as it was
neither quoted nor mentioned in furu≠s|yah literature or works of adab other than
the bibliographical and biographical dictionaries. Conversely, the most accessible
and widespread document on polo during the Abbasid and Mamluk periods was
the relevant chapter from Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B, which represents the
oldest surviving document on the subject. No less valuable but far less known and

les bêtes sauvages des déserts sans onde ( Paris, 1984).
187Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-Bayt¸arah" (Treatise AB), Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah
MS 5m funu≠n h˝arb|yah, fol. 105v.:
qLF�« ULOÝ ô WOÝËdH�« ÊuM6 s� UM6 VKÞ s� qJ� WFHM� WOÝËdH�√ ‰u8√ rEŽ√ s� W'uB�UÐ »dC�« Ê√ rKŽ«

V¹—bð w¼Ë Æ»«Ëb�« V¹—bðË WýËUM*«Ë Êôu'«Ë ”ö²šô«Ë nDF�«Ë dJ�« s� tO6 lI¹ U* w�d�«Ë `�d�«Ë nO"�UÐ

                                                                      Æ‰U²I�« vKŽ »uKIK� s¹d9Ë »d×K�

188Rabat, Maktabat al-Khiza≠nah al-‘A±mmah MS 32/3q.
189Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 376.
190See Muh˝ammad Murs| al-Khu≠l|, ed., "Introduction," in Kita≠b al-Burs˝a≠n wa-al-‘Umya≠n, by
al-Ja≠h˝iz˝ (Cairo, 1981, 2nd ed.), 9.

accessible is "Kita≠b ‘Ilm al-D˛arb bi-al-S˛awa≠lijah wa-Ma≠ Yata‘allaqu bi-Dha≠lika
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min A±la≠t al-Fursa≠n wa-al-Ramma≠h˝|n,"191 which constitutes part of an anonymous,
untitled, but highly important general Abbasid furu≠s|yah treatise written in the
first half of the fourth/tenth century by a warrior and confirmed furu≠s|yah master
(see below). The so-far unique though incomplete copy of this monument, which I
happily discovered while preparing this study, is included in a majmu≠‘ on furu≠s|yah
compiled for the private library of Sultan al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh entitled "Kita≠b f|
Ma‘rifat al-Khayl wa-al-Jiha≠d wa-f| ‘Ilm al-D˛arb bi-al-S˛awa≠lijah wa-Ma≠
Yata‘allaqu bi-Dha≠lika min A±la≠t al-Fursa≠n." The chapter on polo contains a
significant amount of information, especially on the history and rules of the game,
not available in Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's relevant chapter, which was the only source
cited and quoted by the anonymous author, who praised Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m, calling
him "ima≠m al-fursa≠n," and acknowledged his authorship and definitive contribution
in this particular domain. The anonymous author refers to a more comprehensive
general furu≠s|yah treatise that he had written earlier and which included an even
more detailed discourse on polo.

GENERAL FURU≠S|YAH TREATISES

The treatises which fall into this category are normally devoted to military furu≠s|yah
and integrate different furu≠s|yah disciplines and fields of knowledge, both practical
and theoretical, necessary for the training and education of the mounted warrior.
The treatises vary in range and coverage of furu≠s|yah disciplines, but they invariably
include and put emphasis on the arts of the lance, which sometimes constitute the
central theme in such works.

The earliest and certainly the most important surviving general furu≠s|yah treatise
is Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B, which established the genre and served as a
model for future treatises. In this treatise Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m used, just for the sake
of thoroughness, two sources (unacknowledged), namely the treatise of al-Kind|
on the types of swords, and "Kita≠b al-Sha≠mil f| al-Ramy" by ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n
al-T˛abar|. The rest of the treatise is entirely based on his personal experience and
knowledge as a furu≠s|yah master. Indeed, the main core of the book lies in the
chapters he composed on military equitation and horse mastery, the diverse arts of
the lance, and the art of wielding the sword and javelin. His invaluable digression
on the types and quality of lances, shields, and swords most suitable for the
warrior is unique in furu≠s|yah literature. As for his chapter on archery, although
he borrows heavily from al-T˛abar|, it is very significant as it reflects the state of
archery in the Abbasid army in the third/ninth century and the conflict between
the Khurasani school of horse and foot archery and the Turkish school of horse

191Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2066/8.

archers. He closes his treatise with his famous contribution on polo, followed by
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his unique discourse on hunting lions with the bow on horseback. All these
chapters and data were quoted and recycled by subsequent Abbasid and Mamluk
furu≠s|yah treatises to the point that the treatise of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m became not
only a basic source of future treatises but an integral part of them.

All six copies that I have discovered so far are catalogued under different
titles, and most of them are either unsigned or bear fictitious names;192 two copies
are ascribed to T˛aybugha≠ al-Baklam|sh| (above) and so quoted by modern
researchers. Like his Treatise A on horses, Treatise B of Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m was also
translated into Kipchak, though in an abridged and truncated way, under the title
Munyat al-Ghuza≠t. Only one copy is extant.193 There are also Ottoman and Persian
versions of his work.194 As previously explained, this work is still largely
unrecognized in modern research as a third/ninth century work. The preamble of
Treatise B may help in making the text easily identifiable. It begins with the
words:
b¹e¹ «bLŠ ÁbLŠ√ ¨ÊUDK"�«Ë eF�«Ë b:« Í– ¨ UHB�« sŽ …—bI�UÐ w�UF²*« ¨WLEF�« Í– tÒK� bL(« 
                                            Æ5O³M�« -Uš bL×� UMO³½ vKŽ tÒK�« vK8Ë s¹b�U(« bLŠ vKŽ

However, one should keep in mind that this preamble and the section on military
equitation which follows were sometimes used by Mamluk compilers of the third

192Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 3m funu≠n h˝arb|yah, entitled "Al-Jiha≠d wa-al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Funu≠n
al-A±da≠b al-H˛arb|yah," catalogued as having been written by T̨aybugha≠ al-Baklam|sh| and so cited
by modern researchers; Fatih Mosque Library MS 3513, entitled "Kita≠b al-Kama≠l f| al-Furu≠s|yah
wa-Anwa≠‘ al-Sila≠h˝ wa-Adab al-‘Amal bi-Dha≠lika wa-S˛ifa≠t al-Suyu≠f wa-al-Rima≠h˝," transcribed for
the private library of Sultan al-Ghu≠r|; Köprülü Mehmed Pasha Library MS 1361, entitled "Kita≠b f|
al-‘Ilm bi-al-Furu≠s|yah wa-al-‘Amal bi-ha≠," transcribed for the private library of Ibra≠h|m ibn
Sultan Mu’ayyad Shaykh; Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmed III 2515/1, entitled "Kita≠b Yashtamilu
‘alá Ma‘rifat al-Ramy bi-al-Nushsha≠b wa-A±la≠t al-H˛arb wa-Anwa≠‘ Wuju≠h al-Ramy wa-Kayf|yat
Shuru≠t¸ihi wa-Ah˝wa≠lih"; Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye Library MS 3915, dated 843/1439–40, untitled
and incomplete. The colophon was plagiarized from that in Bayezit Public Library MS Veliyüddin
Efendi 3174, with corruption of the author's name to Ah˝mad; Alexandria, Maktabat al-Balad|yah
MS 1201b, fols. 105r.–120r., entitled "Al-Jiha≠d wa-al-Furu≠s|yah wa-Adab al-Funu≠n al-H˛arb|yah."
This copy is ascribed to T˛aybugha≠ al-Baklam|sh| and so quoted by modern scholars.
193The only copy is Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 3468 (850/1446), translated and published
by Kurtulu∑ Öztopçu, see note 48 above.
194For an Ottoman translation of this work, see Topkapı Sarayı Library MS khazina 415; for
Persian translations, see C. A. Storey, Persian literature, a Bibliographical Survey (Leiden, 1977),
vol. 2 pt. 3:396. Cf. Kurtulu∑ Öztopçu, "Introduction," in Münyetü’l-g≥uzät, 4.
195For example, British Library MS Or. 20730, fols. 1a–9a; Bibliothèque Nationale, inv. nos.
2826, fols. 55a–58a, entitled "Al-Makhzu≠n li-Arba≠b al-Funu≠n," and 2824, entitled "Kita≠b al-Makhzu≠n
Ja≠mi‘ al-Funu≠n," composed for a Mamluk notable, and attributed in the beautiful colophon to Ibn
Akh| H˛iza≠m.

group to give an air of authenticity to their texts.195
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The only other surviving Abbasid general furu≠s|yah treatise that I am aware of
so far is the anonymous fourth/tenth century work mentioned in the polo section
above. In addition to the chapter on polo, it consists of a long and highly original
discourse on the arts of the lance largely based on the author's experience as a
veteran soldier and furu≠s|yah master. The author cited and described a considerably
more comprehensive work that he wrote earlier and which he referred to as "kita≠b|
al-kab|r." It covered the arts of the sword, the arts of the lance, archery, including
the description and use of crossbows, arrow guides and the relevant types of darts,
the art of wielding the ‘amu≠d and the ka≠firku≠b (respectively the heavy iron staff
and the wooden mace, both typical of the early Abbasid period), the art of wielding
the t¸abarz|n, war-axe, the game of t¸ibt¸a≠b, hockey, and the game of polo.

It is quite possible that this work, which could be the untraceable "Kita≠b
al-Furu≠s|yah" of al-Ishm|t¸| mentioned by Ibn al-Nad|m,196 was among the lost
Abbasid works great numbers of which were used by Mamluk compilers of general
furu≠s|yah treatises. Among these works might have been "Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah" of
the famous Baghdadi alim Ibn al-Jawz| (597/1200), 197 and especially the
monumental work of Abu≠ Yu≠suf Najm al-D|n Ya‘qu≠b ibn S˛a≠bir ibn Baraka≠t
al-Manjan|q| al-Baghda≠d| (d. 620/1220), "‘Umdat al-Sa≠lik f| Siya≠sat al-Mama≠lik."
Ibn Khallika≠n's description of the author's work and its contents indicate that this
lost treatise might well have been one of the most outstanding contributions to
Muslim furu≠s|yah literature.

Ibn S˛a≠bir al-Manjan|q|, who was also a talented poet, was so versed in siege
engines that he became muqaddam al-manjan|q|y|n in his native city, Baghdad.
According to Ibn Khallika≠n, Ibn S˛a≠bir started his career as a soldier and devoted
himself to the study and practice of military arts until he became a celebrated and
unrivalled authority in this field. His treatise, as its title indicates, was meant to be
a definitive reference book for the Abbasid state on furu≠s|yah. It treated the
conduct of war, battle formation, stratagems of war, military engineering,
fortification, construction of strongholds, siege warfare, military training and
exercises al-riya≠d˝ah al-mayda≠n|yah (which include all the "branches" of upper
[mounted] and lower [foot] furu≠s|yah), the arts of wielding various arms, the

196Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, 377.
197H̨a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z̨unu≠n,1446; Isma≠‘|l al-Baghda≠d|, Had|yat al-‘A±rif|n (Istanbul, 1951–55),
1:522.
198Ibn Khallika≠n, Wafaya≠t al-A‘ya≠n, 7:36:
»«œPÐ ÈdG� ‰e¹ r�Ë ªœ«bGÐ Âö"�« WM¹b0 5OIOM−M*« vKŽ U�bI� Ád�√ ¡«b²Ð« w6 ÎU¹bMł wIOM−M*« dÐU8 sÐ« ÊUU

nM8Ë Æp�c� tLN6Ë t²¹«—œ w6 t½U�“ ¡UMÐ√ s� bŠ√ tI×K¹ r�Ë p�cÐ dN²ý«Ë W{U¹d�«Ë Õö"�« WŽUM8Ë rKI�«Ë nO"�«

¨UN²O³FðË ¨»Ëd(« ‰«uŠ√ sLC²¹ ÁUMF� w6 `OK� u¼Ë ÆtLL²¹ r�Ë p�UL*« WÝUOÝ w6 p�U"*« …bLŽ ÁULÝ UÐU²U tO6

q (« « *« U �« U (« ö �« K U *« �« �« ‰« √ q U *« U �«

manufacturing of weapons, equitation, and types of horses and their descriptions.198
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Al-Manjan|q| died before finishing this massive encyclopedic work, but the fact
that contemporary sources were familiar with its title, and above all with its
contents, strongly suggests that copies were available in the seventh/thirteenth
century.

The main corpus of general Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatises belong to the group
designated as popular (third group). Basic treatises (first group), and good compiled
ones (second group), are quite few. Of the first group, the following merit attention.

The oldest surviving general Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatise is by Badr al-D|n
Baktu≠t al-Ramma≠h˝ al-Khazinda≠r| al-Z˛a≠hir|.199 He began writing his treatise in
689/1290 while Sultan al-Ashraf Khal|l (689–93/1290–94) was conducting the
siege of Acre, in which Baktu≠t participated as an ordinary trooper in the h˝alqah. It
is a crude but sincere and highly motivated work. The author has no pretensions
to the eloquence or erudition of his colleague of the late eighth/fourteenth century,
Ibn Mangl|; nor had he the same concerns and motives, for he was writing and
responding to a different era, one marked by intense military activity. At this time
the h˝alqah and its men enjoyed high esteem and furu≠s|yah was at its zenith. This
was also the period of al-Ah̋dab and "lance fever."  Baktu≠t was particularly proficient
in the use of the lance. From the 150 bunu≠d of the Abbasid masters, the seventy-two
bunu≠d by al-Ah˝dab, and the twenty-four by A±dam, he forged seven essential
exercises so as to make it easier for the beginner. He modeled his work on Ibn
Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise AB, imitating even its preamble. The treatise is mainly
devoted to lance techniques and the care of horses, but it also contains interesting
passages on other subjects, mainly on training the novice in archery and the
alternation of different weapons on the battlefield. Apparently Baktu≠t did not give
a title to his work and it has survived under different names.200 More than seven
copies have been traced so far.201

The treatise of Muh̋ammad Ibn ‘=sá Ibn Isma≠‘|l al Aqsara≠’| al-H̨anaf| (749/1348),

qO(«Ë ¨WO½«bO*« W{U¹d�«Ë ¨—UB(«Ë ŸöI�« vKŽ …dÐUB*«Ë ¨WÝbMN�«Ë ¨WOÝËdH�« ‰«uŠ√Ë ¨q%UF*« ¡UMÐË ¨—uG¦�« `²6Ë

w6 t³ð—Ë »U²J�« «c¼ r"% b%Ë ÆUNðUH8Ë qO)« ·uM8Ë ¨ÕUHJ�«Ë »d(« …«œ√ qLŽË ¨Õö"�UÐ ÃöF�« ÊuM6Ë ¨WOÐd(«

                                                                                      Æ‰uB6 vKŽ qL²A¹ tM� »UÐ qU ¨»«uÐ«

199Charles Rieu (Supplement of the Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the British Museum
[London, 1894], 556), suggested that he could be the Baktu≠t Am|r Shika≠r al-Kha≠zinda≠r| mentioned
in al-‘Asqala≠n|'s Al-Durar al-Ka≠minah as na≠’ib of Alexandria (711/1311–12); he dug the canal of
that city at his own expense. This hypothesis has led some modern scholars to confound the na≠’ib
with another Baktu≠t, who died in 771/1369, almost a century later than Baktu≠t al-Ramma≠h˝.
200For example, "Al-Furu≠s|yah wa-‘Ila≠j al-Khayl" and "Ka≠mil al-S˛ina≠‘ah f| ‘Ilm al-Furu≠s|yah
wa-al-Shaja≠‘ah." Copyists have also added Baktu≠t's name to such treatises as al-Aqsara≠’|'s "Al-
Niha≠yah" and "Al-Sirr al-Makhzu≠n wa-Ja≠mi‘ al-Funu≠n" (H̨a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z̨unu≠n, 2:89–99).
The varying titles also have led modern scholars to conclude that Baktu≠t wrote several works.
201Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2830, fols. 1a–72b, catalogued as anonymous; British Library MS

"Niha≠yat al-Su≠l wa-al-Umn|yah f| Ta‘l|m A‘ma≠l al-Furu≠s|yah," is generally
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considered the most important Mamluk furu≠s|yah treatise. This is a questionable
assumption, since a full analysis of the work and its sources is still lacking.202 It is
not a synthesis but an ingenious original compilation by an alim who combined
erudition with practical knowledge in some branches of furu≠s|yah, particularly in
the arts of the lance and archery. It is a deliberate attempt at placing the available
knowledge and experience into a unified framework, and also a concerted effort
to reverse the deterioration of furu≠s|yah in his time. The result was a unique work
of incontestable encyclopedic dimension which is curiously reminiscent of Ibn
S˛a≠bir al-Manjan|q|'s "‘Umdat al-Sa≠lik." "Niha≠yat al-Su≠l" includes historical data
from a variety of cultural backgrounds. Much of this data was not indicative of
contemporary practices. Some of the information on tactics, military organization,
and battle formations was taken from Greek and Sassanian sources, which were
never part of Abbasid or Mamluk military practice, at least not in the raw form
presented. The importance of this work does not, however, lie in its supposed
representation of Mamluk military reality, but rather in its being the only extant
source on a number of subjects, including long quotations from treatises no longer
surviving. A preliminary breakdown of the contents and, when possible, the
identification of sources will provide a more precise assessment of the treatise.203

Lesson 1 (fols. 27b–42b). This chapter on archery is based on a considerable
number of pre-Mamluk sources. Al-Akhba≠r|'s "Al-Id˝a≠h˝ f| ‘Ilm al-Ramy" is
mentioned as "Al-Id˝a≠h˝" without accrediting the author; al-Yu≠n|n|'s "Al-Niha≠yah f|
‘Ilm al-Rima≠yah" is referred to simply as "Al-Niha≠yah" without mentioning the
author's name; al-T˛abar|'s "Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝" and Ibn Maymu≠n's "Al-Ifa≠dah wa-al-
Tabs˝|r" are both used without acknowledgment. He quotes "Ardash|r" (Ibn Ba≠bak)
and refers to his treatise as "Al-Niha≠yah."204

Lesson 2 (fols. 42–118a). This chapter on the arts of the lance is the longest,
and represents perhaps the most comprehensive development on the techniques of
the lance in furu≠s|yah literature. It is divided into sets of ba≠bs, the first five of
which are devoted to different versions of the bunu≠d of al-Ah˝dab; his maya≠d|n
and mana≠s˝ib are expounded in other ba≠bs. On this subject, al-Aqsara≠’| may be

Or. 3631, fols. 261a–279a; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS funu≠n h˝arb|yah 4m; Rabat, Maktabat
al-Khiza≠nah al-‘A±mmah MS 266/a; Istanbul, Evkaf Museum Library MS 2107; Ayasofya Library
MS 4826/1; Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 3471/5.
202It has been edited in two unpublished Ph.D. theses by Sayed Muh̋ammad Lut¸f al-H˛aq (London
University, 1955) and Nab|l ‘Abd al-‘Az|z (Cairo University, 1972). Both editors failed to use the
two most reliable copies: Chester Beatty Library MS A 21 and British Library MS Add. 18866
(see below).
203Taken from the text in the British Library, MS Add. 18866.
204A work entitled "Kita≠b Ramy al-Nushsha≠b," attributed to Ardash|r and narrated on the authority

considered the most reliable authority. The only other source which can be identified
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is Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B (not acknowledged); his chapters on equitation
and lance techniques, quoted verbatim, fill twenty ba≠bs. For the remainder of this
chapter, which is considerable, the author drew on unidentified sources.

Lesson 3 (fols. 118a–148b). This chapter on the arts of the sword is entirely
based on Abbasid sources. It includes three pages from Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise
B (not acknowledged) and al-Kind|'s entire treatise "Risa≠lah f| Jawa≠hir al-H˛ad|d"
(acknowledged). The remainder of the text, which constitutes the greater part of
this chapter, includes an extensive discussion of the arts of the sword which is
unique in the available furu≠s|yah literature. The source or sources used for this
important discussion cannot be ascertained at this stage of research, though it may
reasonably be suggested that al-Aqsara≠’| drew here from al-Manjan|q|'s work
and/or from the "Grand furu≠s|yah book" of the anonymous fourth/tenth century
author.

Lesson 4 (fols. 151b–152b). This chapter on shields was taken almost entirely
from Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B (not acknowledged).

Lesson 5 (fols. 152b–153a). This short chapter on the ‘amu≠d (a ponderous iron
staff), taken from early Abbasid sources, is irrelevant to the Mamluk period, for
the weapon was already extinct at the advent of the Mamluks, who knew and used
only the dabbu≠s (see above). Al-Aqsara≠’| concluded this chapter by mentioning
that a frontier (thughu≠r) warrior told him that the ‘amu≠d weighs one hundred fifty
dirhams and that it is preferable to have one even lighter.205 The one hundred fifty
dirhams is equivalent to about 0.5 kg, which is not even a third of the weight of a
light dabbu≠s, while the minimum weight of an ‘amu≠d as standardized in the early
Abbasid period was six kg and the maximum weight was commonly fixed at ten
kg, but it could be much more.206 This clearly indicates that al-Aqsara≠’| not only
had never seen a real ‘amu≠d but that he did not have the slightest notion about its
functions.

Lesson 6 (fols. 153a–161b). For cavalry training al-Aqsara≠’|'s principal source
was again Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B (not acknowledged), covering horse
equipment, vaulting on horses, and hunting with the bow. There is particular
emphasis on the famous method of lion hunting with the bow from horseback. 

Lesson 7 (fols. 161b–197b). The methods of using arms in various situations
are described. The unity of style and subject matter is evidence that al-Aqsara≠’|
was quoting verbatim from a now unidentifiable source. His work is thus the only
one available on this aspect of furu≠s|yah.

Lesson 8 (fols. 197b–211b). In this chapter, the author deals with recruiting

of T˛a≠hir al-Balkh|, survives in a single copy: Nuruosmaniye Mosque Library MS 4098, fols.
63a–71a.
205

and organization of the army, including data totally incompatible with the Mamluk
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period, for example, a section on summoning and recruiting troops based on the
army register (d|wa≠n al-jaysh) developed by the Abbasids. It was considered
important to keep accurate descriptions of each soldier and his mount in these
registers, hence the emphasis on physiognomy, ‘ilm al-fira≠sah, which motivated
scholars like al-Kind| and al-Ja≠h˝iz˝ to take an interest in the subject. The most
important contributions in this field were Kita≠b al-Fira≠sah by Fakhr al-D|n al-Ra≠z|
(d. 606/1209),207 and Kita≠b al-Fira≠sah by Muh̋ammad Ibn Ibra≠h|m al-Ans̋a≠r| al-S̨u≠f|
al-Dimashq| (d. 727/1327).208 Al-Aqsara≠’| drew on both (not acknowledged) and
on Al-Khara≠j wa-S˝ina≠‘at al-Kita≠bah (not acknowledged) by Quda≠mah ibn Ja‘far
al-Baghda≠d| (d. 329/940).209 The section on ambush was taken from al-Hartham|'s
abridged treatise (not acknowledged) and also includes material from Aelian's
Tactica.210 The remainder of the text is probably from the same Sassanian source
that al-Aqsara≠’| used in Lesson 9 (not acknowledged).

Lesson 9 (fols. 211b–235b). This chapter on battle formations is irrelevant to
the Mamluk context, for it was based mainly on Aelian's Tactica211 (acknowledged)
and a Sassanian source (not acknowledged) that was already available in Arabic
in the latter half of the second/eighth century, as some of the battle formations,
especially those of crescent shape, were already known to al-Hartham|.

Lesson 10 (fols. 235b–240b). This chapter is devoted to military ruses involving
incendiary and smoke devices. It is divided into two parts, the first, on the use of
fire, copied from the anonymous Abbasid treatise Kita≠b al-H˛iyal f| al H˛uru≠b (not
acknowledged). The second part is about the use of smoke in battle. The source
material for it has not yet been identified.

Lesson 11 (fols. 240b–281a). This rather long chapter is on the spoils of war
and various problems of Islamic law concerning attitudes toward the enemy in
war and peace. It is acknowledged to have been drawn from Kita≠b al-Siyar al-S̨agh|r

207First published by Muh˝ammad Ragh|b al-T˛abba≠kh, as Risa≠lah f| ‘Ilm al-Fira≠sah (Aleppo,
1929); then edited and translated into French by Yu≠suf Mura≠d as La physiognomonie et le Kita≠b
al-fira≠sa de Fakhr al-D|n al-Ra≠z| (Paris, 1939); cf. Tawfiq Fahd, " Fira≠sa" EI2 , 2:937. The work is
also called Jumal Ah̋ka≠m al-Fira≠sah.
208Published in Cairo 1882. The work is also known as "Al-Siya≠sah f| ‘Ilm al-Fira≠sah" or "Al-Fira≠sah
li-Ajl al-Siya≠sah."
209Edited and published by Muh˝ammad H˛usayn al-Zubayd| (Baghdad, 1981).
210See Geoffrey Tantum, "Muslim Warfare: A Study of a Medieval Muslim Treatise on the Art of
War," in Islamic Arms and Armour, ed. Robert Elgood (London, 1979), 194.
211According to Tantum, "Muslim Warfare," 194, "Al-Niha≠yah" contains approximately one third
of the Tactica.
212The original text is apparently lost, but a version survived within the commentary of Muh̋ammad
ibn Ah˝mad al-Sarakhs| (d. 429/1037), published and edited by S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n al-Munajjid and ‘Abd

and Kita≠b al-Siyar al-Kab|r,212 both written by the Iraqi jurist Muh˝ammad Ibn
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H˛asan al-Shayba≠n| (d. 189/805).
Lesson 12 (fols. 281b–292a, end of treatise). This chapter covers complementary

branches of knowledge needed by the warrior like casting auguries, treatment of
wounds, and so on. The author's sources are not known, but the fact that he
included such a chapter in his treatise attests to his concern for thoroughness.

After careful consideration of the treatise it is apparent that its importance lies
in lessons 3 and 7 and parts of lessons 1 and 2. Consequently, it seems an
exaggeration to qualify it as "the most important of all sources in Arabic on
Muslim military organization, training and theory."213 At least ten copies of the
"Niha≠yat al-Su≠l" are extant.214

Baktu≠t's and al-Aqsara≠’|'s works are the only authentically signed general
furu≠s|yah treatises in the first group which can be traced up to now. All the other
treatises of this group are unsigned either by accident or design. An example is
the untitled and unsigned work with the first and last pages missing, written in the
second half of the fourteenth century by a veteran master of furu≠s|yah in the royal
barracks, during the sultanate of Sha‘ba≠n or of Barqu≠q. It should be considered
one of the most original Mamluk furu≠s|yah texts. Its importance lies mainly in the
author's directions and advice to his cadre of fellow furu≠s|yah instructors, whom
he urges to be more inventive and to create new exercises for their pupils, especially
in lance play. He has furnished information on how to treat and train the sultan's
personal mamluks. There is also useful information on past and present furu≠s|yah
masters, both Turkish and Arab. The author further expounded on riding and
lance techniques. Only one copy has survived.215

Another anonymous text, "Al-‘Ad|m al-Mithl al-Raf|‘ al-Qadr" is the only one
in which the complete training program of the Mamluks is set forth. It covers
practically all aspects of upper (mounted) and lower (foot) furu≠s|yah, including

al-‘Az|z Ah˝mad, as Kita≠b al-Siyar al-Kab|r bi-Sharh˝ al-Sarakhs|, 5 vols. (Cairo, 1971–72). A
version of Kita≠b al-Siyar al-S̨agh|r was published by Majid Khadduri (Beirut, 1975).
213Scanlon, "Introduction," in A Muslim Manual of War, 10, quoting Ritter, "La Parure," 132–35.
214Chester Beatty Library MS A 21 (dated 767/1366); British Library MSS Add. 18866 (773/1371,
probably copied from the Chester Beatty manuscript), Or. 3631, Add. 23487, 23488; Topkapı
Sarayı Library MS Ahmet III 2651 (dated 775/1373); Ayasofya Library MSS 4044, 4197;
Bibliothèque Nationale MS 2828; University of Cambridge Library MS Q9277; Da≠r al-Kutub
al-Mis˝r|yah MS 3m/1. This last copy is incomplete, unsigned, and untitled; it is bound with a
version of T̨aybugha≠'s treatise "Ghunyat al-Mara≠m|," and the whole manuscript, bearing the fictitious
title "Al-Jiha≠d wa-Funu≠n al-Adab al-H˛arb|yah," is attributed by modern research to the latter and
quoted as such.
215British Library MS Or. 9015 (imperfect).

techniques of fighting on foot, fighting with the dagger, boxing (the unique source
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on this subject), and wrestling.216 This treatise is all the more valuable because
most exercises are illustrated in detail. Only one copy, the original, is extant under
this title;217 later versions appeared under different titles. The one that needs to be
mentioned, being a persistent source of misunderstanding, is the luxurious,
anonymous version entitled "Al-Makhzu≠n Ja≠mi‘ al-Funu≠n" kept in the Institute of
Oriental Studies in St. Petersburg. It was wrongly attributed to Ibn Akh| H̨iza≠m or
rather, faute de mieux, to "Ibn Ab| Khazza≠m"!218 This attribution is largely influenced
by the similarity of title and general aspect with manuscript 2824 of the Bibliothèque
Nationale apocryphally signed Ibn Ab| Khazza≠m which we have described above
and classified among the treatises of group three.

Among the compiled texts (second group) of general furu≠s|yah treatises two
are especially noteworthy, Kita≠b al-Furu≠s|yah by Ibn Qayyim al Jawz|yah,219

which is of some use in explaining and correcting certain names and terms, and
"Naqa≠wat al-Muntaqá f| Na≠fi‘a≠t al-Liqa≠," by al-Akhm|m|. It was written before
his appointment as qa≠d˝| al-qud˝a≠h under Sultan al-Ghu≠r|. It is an abridgment of a
lost work entitled "Al-Muntaqá f| ‘Ulu≠m al-Furu≠s|yah" by Taq| al-D|n Abu≠
Zakar|yah Yah˝yá ibn Muh˝ammad al-Kirma≠n| al-Sha≠fi’| al-Baghda≠d|220

(761–833/1359–1429), who in turn compiled it from the major early furu≠s|yah
works, including Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m's Treatise B. It is useful for explaining certain
technical terms used by Ibn Akh| H˛iza≠m in his chapter on the lance. The only
surviving copy is an unsigned autograph dated 889/1484.221

216Al-Suyu≠t¸| composed a treatise on wrestling, "Al-Musa≠ra’ah ilá al-Mus˝a≠ra’ah," of which perhaps
two copies are known: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS 5557/2; Da≠r al-Kutub al-Mis˝r|yah MS 5
khidiw|yah, 11845. I have not seen the latter and I am not sure of its existence.
217Topkapı Sarayı Library MS Revan 1933 (871/1466–67), incorrectly catalogued as al-T˛abar|'s
"Kita≠b al-Wa≠d˝ih˝"; a microfilm in Ma‘had al-Makht¸u≠t¸a≠t is also incorrectly catalogued as a "majmu≠‘
f| al-rumh̋," and a large portion of it has been attributed to ‘Abd al-Rah̋ma≠n al-T˛abar|.
218A. Alikberov, "Ibn Abi Khazzam and his Kitab al-Makhzun: The Mamluk Military Manual,"
Manuscripta Orientalia: International Journal for Oriental Manuscript Research 1 (1995): 21–28.
219Edited by ‘Izzat al-‘At¸t¸a≠r (Cairo, 1942).
220See Ibn Qa≠d˝| Shuhbah, Ta≠r|kh Ibn Qa≠d˝| Shuhbah, ed. ‘Adna≠n Darw|sh (Damascus, 1977),
151–52; al-Sakha≠w|, Al-D̨aw’ al-La≠mi‘ 10:259–61.
221British Library MS 7513/2.




